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ABSTRACT

The critically endangered hirola (Beatragus hunteri, Sclater, 1889) exists in two

populations; a natural population on the Kenya-Somali border and a

translocated population in Tsavo East National Park. The Tsavo population is

becoming increasingly important for the survival of the hirola as a species yet

it has been stagnant for decades, its current status is unknown and little is

understood about the factors which limit its growth. This study reports the

current size, distribution and demographic parameters of the Tsavo hirola

population and examines whether a lack of suitable habitat could be limiting

its growth. The Tsavo hirola population has not increased since the last

census in 2000 but neither has it significantly decreased. Large areas of Tsavo

are suitable habitat for hirola although this is relative to the environmental

conditions in Tsavo rather than an absolute measure. The results of data

gathered opportunistically on the behaviour, associated species, spoor, dung

and awareness of hirola are also presented and the implications of the study’s

findings for hirola conservation are discussed.

Key words: Hirola, Beatragus hunteri, Tsavo, habitat suitability, population

survey, conservation management

Word count: 14,865
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1. INTRODUCTION

1.1 Conservation management

Over the past decade conservation management has become an increasingly

disciplined and organised process. Tools such as decision theory, adaptive

management and impact assessment frameworks, which have long been used

in other fields, are being incorporated into the conservation decision making

process.

The fundamental basis of conservation decisions must be sound scientific

research and before theory is implemented into practice it should be

supported by a body of scientific evidence. The only exception to this occurs

when a species is so endangered that the delay required to gather appropriate

evidence will result in the extinction of the species (Possingham et al., 2010).

The hirola (Beatragus hunteri, Sclater, 1889) is in need of immediate

conservation attention but decision makers lack the knowledge necessary to

make effective conservation decisions.

1.2 Statement of need

The hirola is currently classified as critically endangered by the International

Union for the Conservation of Nature and Natural Resources (IUCN) under

criterion A2cd, 2008, having suffered a 90% decline over three generations

based on direct observation, a decline in the area of occupancy, a decline in

the quality of habitat and the levels of exploitation (IUCN, 2008). The hirola is

considered to be the most threatened species of monotypic antelope on Earth

(Magin, 1996a; Kock et al., 2010). It is the only extant member of its genus and

its extinction would be the first loss of an entire mammalian genus in Africa

since the evolution of modern man (Gentry, 1990; King et al., 2011).
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The global hirola population is estimated at only 320 individuals (King et al.,

2011). These individuals exist in two subpopulations, a natural population on

the Kenya-Somali border and a translocated population in Tsavo East

National Park, Kenya. There are no hirola in captivity (Butynski, 2000).

The population of hirola in Tsavo is estimated at 76 individuals, almost one

quarter of the global population (Kenneth Kimitei, pers. comm.). The last

census was in 2000, over a decade ago, so there is uncertainty over the exact

size of the population. Furthermore, a recent drought in Tsavo is feared to

have had a severe impact on the hirola population there (Amin and Andanje,

2011).

Hirola were first translocated to Tsavo in 1963 and their population has not

increased significantly since then, despite a further translocation in 1996. The

factors which limit the population size and influence the distribution of the

hirola in Tsavo are not well understood. Since the 1996 translocation no

further efforts have been made to increase the hirola population in Tsavo and

a poor understanding of the limiting factors prevents effective planning of

conservation actions (Butynski, 2000; Andanje, 2002).

The continuing decline of the hirola population in its natural range means

that the Tsavo population is now critically important for the preservation of

the species. The Tsavo population has remained stagnant for over a decade

and effective conservation action, informed by thorough scientific research, is

needed to ensure not only the survival of the Tsavo population itself but also

the hirola as a species.

1.3 Aims and objectives

The overarching purpose of this study is to provide useful information to

decision makers on all aspects of the hirola. Therefore every opportunity was
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taken to gather data on unstudied aspects of the hirola and to provide

quantitative evidence on existing theories. In light of the importance of the

Tsavo hirola population and the lack of knowledge about its current status

and limiting factors the specific objectives of this study are:

1. To establish the size, distribution and demographic parameters of the

hirola population in Tsavo East National Park

2. To characterise the habitat being used by hirola in Tsavo East National

Park

3. To create a habitat suitability map (HSM) for the Tsavo hirola in order

to assess extent of suitable habitat as a limiting factor in the growth of

the population and to identify potential sites for a fenced, predator

proof sanctuary

4. To contribute information to a population viability analysis for the

hirola population in Tsavo East National Park which will be used to

test different management options
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2. BACKGROUND

2.1 The natural history of the hirola

2.1.1 Physical description

The hirola is a medium sized antelope, tan to rufous-tawny in colour with

slightly lighter under parts, predominantly white inner ears and a white tail

which extends down to the hocks. It has very sharp, lyrate horns which lack a

basal pedicle and are ridged along three quarters of their length. As hirola

age their coat darkens towards a slate grey and the number of ridges along

their horns increases. Hirola have large, dark sub-orbital glands used for

marking their territories, white spectacles around their eyes and an inverted

white chevron running between the eyes. The horns, hooves, udders, nostrils,

lips and ear tips are black (Figure 2.1). Males and females look similar

although males are slightly larger with thicker horns and darker coats

(Sclater, 1889; Dracopoli, 1914; Dorst and Dandelot, 1970; Kingdon, 1982, 1997;

Magin, 1996a; Butynski, 2000).

Figure 2.1: The hirola’s main distinguishing features are the lyrate horns, black sub-orbital

glands and white chevron between the eyes.
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Several sources have recorded precise measurements from both captive and

wild hirola. The following are maximum and minimum values taken from all

sources: height at the shoulder: 99-125cm, body weight: 73-118kg, head and

body length: 120-200cm, horn length: 44-72 cm, horn spread (greatest outside

width): 15-32cm, tail length: 30-45cm, ear length: 19cm. It is not stated

whether horn length was measured direct from base to tip or along the curve

of the horn (Best et al., 1962; Dorst and Dandelot, 1970; Kingdon, 1982;

Butyuski, 2000).

The hirola is often described as being similar to Coke’s hartebeest or kongoni

(Alcelaphus buselaphus cokii, Gunther, 1884) whilst Mr. H. C. V. Hunter, who

collected the type specimens, at first mistook them for impala (Aepyceros

melampus, Lichtenstein, 1812) (Sclater, 1889; Butynski, 2000). From a distance

hirola can also be mistaken for Grant’s gazelles (Nanger granti, Brooke, 1972),

with which they often associate. In the field it is relatively easy to distinguish

between the hirola and similar species (Figure 2.2).
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Figure 2.2: Grant’s gazelles (top left), impala (top right) and kongoni (bottom left) are most

easily mistaken for the hirola (bottom right).

At range kongoni have very obvious counter shading and a white rump and

close up or through binoculars their horns, present in both sexes, make them

easily distinguishable. Hirola are of lighter build and more graceful than

hartebeest with a shorter face and withers that are relatively less elevated

above the hindquarters i.e. the hirola’s back slopes down towards the rump at

a shallower angle than that of the hartebeest (Butynski, 2000; Andanje, 2002).

Impala lack the downward slopping back of the hirola, have clear black and

white markings on their rump and males have distinctive horns with a more

accentuated curve than hirola horns. Grant’s gazelles can be distinguished by
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the Grant’s’ smaller size, black and white markings on the rump and long

straight horns, which are present in both sexes.

2.1.2 Taxonomy

Authorities agree that the hirola belongs in the subfamily Alcelaphinae within

the family Bovidae but there has been debate about the genus in which it

should be placed. The Alcelaphinae contains hartebeest (Alcelaphalus spp.,

Pallas, 1766), wildebeest (Connochaetes spp., Lichtenstein, 1812) and topi,

korrigum, bontebok, blesbok, tiang and tsessebe (Damaliscus spp., Sclater and

Thomas et al., 1894 in Butynski, 2000) (Andanje, 2002).

When it was first described the hirola was given the common name Hunter’s

hartebeest. Despite this it was placed in the genus Damaliscus with the topi

and given the scientific name Damaliscus hunteri (Sclater, 1889). Newer

theories have classified it as a sub-species of the topi (Damaliscus lunatus

hunteri) (Haltenworth and Diller, 1977; Walther, 1990) and placed it within its

own genus as Beatragus hunteri (Simpson, 1945; Gentry, 1990; Pitra et al., 1998;

Estes, 1999).

Recent genetic analyses on karyotypic and mitochondrial DNA support the

theory that the hirola is distinct from the topi and should be placed in its own

genus (Kumamoto et al., 1996; Pitra et al., 1998). They also indicate that the

hirola is in fact more closely related to Alcelaphalus than to Damaliscus.

Placing the hirola in its own genus is further supported by behavioural

observations. Neither Alcelaphalus nor Damaliscus engage in flehmen, where

the male tastes the urine of the female to determine oestrus. They are the only

genera of bovids to have lost this behaviour. Hirola still engage in flehem

although it is less obvious than in other species (Estes, 1991; Andanje and

Goeltenboth, 1995).
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The genus Beatragus originated around 3.1 million years ago and was once

widespread with fossils found in Ethiopia, Djibouti, Tanzania and South

Africa (Gentry and Gentry, 1978; Kingdon, 1982; Thomas et al., 1984; Gentry,

1985; Gentry, 1990). The hirola is now the only extant member of the genus

and is ranked forty third on the Zoological Society of London’s (ZSL) list of

Evolutionary Distinct and Globally Endangered (EDGE) species (EDGE,

2011).

2.1.3 Distribution

The earliest reports on hirola distribution are confusing and imprecise.

H. C. V. Hunter stated that in 1885 he found hirola 400 km up the Tana River.

He does not however state whether that distance was measured following the

river’s course or in a direct line. Either way his figure would place the hirola

far further north than later reports or their present distribution (Sclater, 1889;

Butynski, 2000).

Dracopoli (1914) states that he found no evidence to suggest hirola were

present further west than 40°E or further north than 0°35’S. Butynski (2000)

assumes that he meant 0°35’N, which would place the northern limit of the

hirola’s range around Lak Dera.

The historic range of the hirola (Figure 2.3) is likely to be 30-50km inland from

the Indian Ocean in the south, the Tana River in the west, Lak Dera in the

north and the Juba River in the east. There is no evidence that hirola were

present further east than the Juba River or further west than the Tana River.

It is estimated that the historical range of the hirola covered approximately

38,400 km2 with 20,500 km2 in Somalia and 17,900 km2 in Kenya. This was the

likely distribution of the hirola until at least the 1960’s and possibly even into

the 1970’s (Butynski, 2000).
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Figure 2.3: The historic distribution of the hirola in Kenya and Somalia, from Andanje

(2002).

The factors which dictate the natural range of the hirola are not properly

understood but it is believed that the increasing aridity of the Horn of Africa

limits their northern and eastern distribution and the presence of tsetse fly

limits their distribution to the south (Bunderson, 1976; Magin, 1996b).

Kingdon (1982) suggests that it is lack of grazing rather than lack of water

directly that limits the distribution of the hirola. Butynski (2000) refutes the

claim that tsetse fly limit hirola distribution. He believes that hirola are

largely immune to trypanosomiasis and that the coastal forests which are

suitable habitat for tsetse fly are not suitable habitat for hirola.

The hirola’s range contracted in the 1960’s and 1970’s by around 2,550 km2

(Stewart and Stewart, 1963; Bunderson, 1976). This trend continued and

surveys conducted in Kenya in 1995 and 1996 indicated that the hirola

occupied an area of only 9,170 km2 and 7,560 km2 respectively, a range decline

of 42%. Security issues arising from civil unrest have prevented accurate
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surveys of the hirola population in Somalia. The limited information

available suggests that the range decline in Somalia is even more severe than

in Kenya (Butynsi, 2000).

Hirola were first translocated to Tsavo East National Park in 1963 with

another translocation in 1996. The 1963 release sites were situated on the

Ndara plains and at Irima hill but the hirola subsequently moved to the area

surrounding Satao Camp and the Aruba Dam. In light of this the release site

chosen for the 1996 translocation was within this area, close to the Satao

airstrip (Andanje, 2002).

The hirola’s range shift in Tsavo could be due to a number of factors: Ndara

plains and Irima hill are on black cotton soils which become waterlogged and

flood during the wet season, Irima is higher (600 m above sea level (asl)) than

the current hirola range (150 m asl) and the vegetation of Ndara and Irima is

largely tall grass with areas of thick bush. In contrast the current hirola range

in Tsavo is largely on red sandy soils with sparse, scattered bush and shorter

grass (Andanje, 2002).

2.1.4 Ecology

The hirola is adapted to arid environments with annual rainfall of 300-

600mm. Their habitats range from open grassland with light bush to wooded

savannahs with low shrubs and scattered trees, most often on sandy soils

(Bunderson, 1981). Despite the arid environments they inhabit hirola appear

to be able to survive independently of surface water (Bunderson, 1981;

Kingdon, 1982, 1997; Dahiye, 1999). Andanje (2002) observed hirola drinking

on only 10 occasions in 674 observations (1.5%) and all 10 observations of

drinking occurred at the height of the dry season. Hirola do however favour

short green grass (Andanje and Goeltenboth, 1995) and in 392 of 674

observations (58%) hirola were grazing on growths of short green grass
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around waterholes (Andanje, 2002). This association with waterholes has led

to false reports that hirola are dependant on surface water (Butynski, 2000).

Hirola are primarily grazers but browse may be important in the dry season

(Bunderson, 1985). They favour grasses with a high leaf to stem ratio and

Chloris and Digiatta species are believed to be important in their diet

(Kingdon, 1982; Andanje and Goeltenboth, 1995). Kingdon (1982) does not

consider the ecological requirements of the hirola unusual and in fact

considers them to be more generalist than either Connochaetes spp. or

Damaliscus spp. A vet who examined the digestive tract of several hirola

concluded that they were well adapted to eating dry region grasses and

roughage (Hoffman, 1996). They feed on the dominant grasses of the region

and Kingdon (1982) believes that quantity is more important than quality in

the hirola’s diet (Andanje and Goeltenboth, 1995).

Hirola are a highly mobile species, covering large distances in the search for

short green grass. Several authors have examined the possibility of migratory

behaviour in hirola but none have found a measurable pattern in the hirola’s

movements (Bunderson, 1976, 1977, 1981; Andanje, 1999; Dahiye, 1999)

Hirola are often found in association with other species, particularly oryx

(Oryx beisa, Ruppell, 1835), Grant’s gazelles, Burchell’s zebra (Equus quagga,

Gray 1824) and topi (Damaliscus korrigum, Oligby, 1837). They avoid Coke’s

hartebeest, buffalo (Syncerus caffer, Sparrman, 1779) and elephant (Loxodonta

africana, Blumenbach, 1797) (Andanje, 1997). Whilst hirola avoid direct

association with livestock they reportedly prefer the short grass in areas

where livestock have been grazed (Bunderson, 1985).
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2.1.5 Social organisation and reproduction

The social organisation of hirola is complex, inter and intra-specific

relationships are determined by the age and sex of individuals. It has also

been suggested that population density affects the strategy male hirola adopt

for territory and mate defence.

Female hirola give birth alone and may remain separate from the herd for up

to two months. Eventually the female will rejoin a nursery herd consisting of

females and their young. Nursery herds number from 5-40 although the

mean herd size is 7-9. They are usually accompanied by an adult male

(Kingdon, 1982; Bunderson, 1985; Andanje and Goeltenboth, 1995; Andanje

and Ottichilo, 1999).

Young hirola leave the nursery herd at around nine months of age and form

various temporary associations. They may gather together in mixed or single

sex herds of up to three individuals; sub-adult or subordinate adult males

may form bachelor herds of 2-38 individuals; female sub-adults may join an

adult male and; if no other hirola are present, young hirola may attach

themselves to a herd of Grant’s gazelles or simply spend most of their time

alone (Bunderson, 1985; Andanje, 2002).

Adult males attempt to secure a territory on good pasture. These territories

are up to 7km2 and are marked with dung, secretions from the sub-orbital

glands and by stamping grounds where males scrape the soil with their

hooves and slash the vegetation with their horns (Bunderson, 1985). It has

been suggested that at low population densities adult males abandon territory

defence and will instead follow a nursery herd (Gosling, 1986). Nursery

herds do not defend a territory but do have home ranges which overlap the

territories of several adult males (Andanje, 1997). The size of a nursery herd’s

home range varies from 26-164.7 km2 with a mean size of 81.5km2 (Andanje,
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2002). Andanje (2002) identified the presence of “core areas” within nursery

herd home ranges which the hirola used most intensively. The number of

core areas per herd varied from 1-6 with some groups spending all their time

in these areas. Core areas were on average 3.4 km2 and were characterized by

short, green grass which is ideal for hirola grazing.

Nursery herds are relatively stable but bachelor herds are very unstable with

a fission fusion dynamic. In the 1970’s hirola were observed forming

aggregations of up to 300 individuals to take advantage of scarce, but

spatially clumped, resources during the dry season (Bunderson, 1985).

Information is lacking on male territoriality and how it relates to mating

success, how and when hirola join a herd and how new herds are established

(Butynski, 2000).

Hirola are seasonal breeders with young being born from September to

November (Kingdon, 1982). Data on age of sexual maturity and gestation

period are not available for wild hirola however in captivity gestation was

around 7.5 months (227-242 days) with one female mating at 1.4 years old and

giving birth at 1.9 years. Another pair of hirola mated when they were 1.7

years of age (Smielowski, 1987). In captivity one of the main causes of

mortality is wounds caused by intra-hirola aggression, including aggression

between females (Thomas deMaar, pers. comm.). Butynski (2000) suggests that

by mimicking their social structure in the wild and removing juveniles at 9

months old this mortality could be avoided.

2.2 Population trends

2.2.1 Natural range

Pre 1973 all surveys of the hirola population in its natural range were carried

out from the ground, either on foot or in vehicles. Population estimates from
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these surveys vary by several orders of magnitude and Bunderson (1976)

describes them as “purely subjective and speculative assessments”. Estimates

from these early surveys include 350, 1,500 and 2,000 individuals (Donaldson,

1964; Bunderson, 1976; Wargute and Aligula, 1993) with Grimwood (1963,

1964) stating that the population was unlikely to exceed 1,500.

The first systematic aerial survey was conducted by the Kenyan Department

of Remote Sensing and Resource Surveys (DRSRS) in 1973. This survey

estimated the population of hirola in Kenya to be 13,700 and subsequent

surveys in 1974 and 1976 estimated the population at 10,000 and 12,500

respectively (Watson et al., 1973; Duncan, 1974; Bunderson, 1976).

Further detailed surveys were conducted by Kenya Wildlife Service (KWS) in

1995 and the DRSRS in 1996. The 1995 census surveyed the entire range of the

hirola in Kenya and found only 302 hirola. In contrast, for security reasons,

the DRSRS did not survey within ten kilometres of the Somali border and

found 1,504 hirola.

Variation between population estimates can be explained by several factors.

Surveys differed in their timings in relation to wet and dry seasons and to

hirola calving, spacing of transects, width of transects, percentage of hirola

range surveyed, skill and experience of the surveyors, time of day the surveys

were conducted, hours surveyors worked, speed of survey planes, number of

observers per plane and the methods used to analyse the data (Magin, 1996a).

Bunderson (1976) considers the wet season the best time to survey for hirola.

Despite thicker bush and longer grass the hirola’s tan coat is easier to spot

against a background of green bushes than a background of brown bushes. It

is also cooler with more cloud cover so hirola spend more time feeding in the

open rather than resting in shade (Butynski, 2000).
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Magin (1996a) concludes that the hirola population in the 1970’s was likely to

number 10,000-15,000 individuals, that there was an 85-90% decline between

1983 and 1985, that since 1985 the population has been stable with numbers

between 1,046 and 2,144 and that at the time of the 1995/1996 surveys the

population was likely to number between 500 and 2,000 individuals with

1,300 as the most reasonable estimate. The most recent survey of the natural

hirola population occurred in 2010 and reported a total of just 245 hirola (King

et al., 2011).

2.2.2 Translocated population

The first survey of the translocated population in Tsavo East National Park

took place in December 1995 and concluded that there were at least 76 hirola

present in Tsavo at the time. Eight months later a further 29 translocated

hirola were released in to Tsavo, at least six of which were pregnant at the

time (Andanje, 1997). By December 2000 the hirola population in Tsavo had

returned to 77 individuals (Andanje, 2002).

2.3 Threats

2.3.1 Habitat loss

The loss of habitat and suitable pasture in particular is believed to be the main

cause of the hirola’s decline. The human population in the hirola’s natural

range increased dramatically in the later half of the 20th century with an

associated rise in the number of refugee camps, settlements and livestock

(Butynski, 2000). There has also been a trend from a nomadic to a sedentary

lifestyle amongst the resident pastoralists in the area (Dahiye, 1990). This has

led to large areas being overgrazed and to resource competition between

livestock and wildlife. The loss of pasture through overgrazing and

competition has been compounded by the loss of floodplains along the Tana
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and Juba rivers through the development of irrigation, rice paddies and dams

(Bunderson, 1981; Butynski, 2000). The loss of elephants from the ecosystem

has also resulted in large areas of open pasture becoming acacia scrub (Kock,

1995; Butynski, 2000).

2.3.2 Poaching

Poaching is believed to be common throughout the natural range of the

hirola. Police and security forces are the main perpertrators and poaching

appears to worsen in times of civil unrest, particularly in Somalia (Ottichilo et

al., 1995; Kock et al., 1998). Recently, the training of community scouts in

Ishaqbini is reported to have significantly reduced the level of poaching in the

area (Kock et al., 2010) and Andanje (2002) states that poaching is not a

problem in Tsavo.

Butynski (2000) does not consider poaching to be a major cause of the hirola’s

decline but states that it is a limiting factor in the population’s recovery.

2.3.3 Droughts

Droughts occur regularly across the natural range of hirola, with droughts

recorded in 12 of 35 years between 1965 and 1992 (Dirschl, 1978; Decker, 1989;

Wargute and Aligule, 1993; Wargute, 1994). It is unlikely that drought in

itself causes significant mortality amongst hirola however it will reduce the

ability of hirola to cope with other environmental stresses (Butynski, 2000).

A recent severe drought in Tsavo has had a serious impact on the populations

of several species of herbivore and it is feared that the hirola population in

Tsavo may also have been affected (Amin and Andanje, 2011).
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2.3.4 Predation

Lions (Panthera leo, Linnaeus, 1758) appear to be the main predators of hirola

both in their natural range and in Tsavo (Andanje, 1999). Other known

predators are leopard (Panthera pardus, Linnaeus, 1758) and African wild dog

(Lycaon pictus, Temminck, 1820) although it is suspected that cheetah

(Acinonyx jubatus, Schrebber, 1775) and spotted hyena (Crocuta crocuta,

Erxleben, 1777) also prey on hirola (Andanje, 1999; Dahiye, 1999). It is ironic

that the recovery of one endangered species, the African wild dog, has

partially contributed to the decline of another. Jackals (Canis adustus and

Canis mesomelas, Sundeval, 1847 and Schreber, 1775), caracals (Caracal caracal,

Schreber, 1776), serval (Leptailurus serval, Schreber, 1776), baboons (Papio

anubis, Lesson, 1827), large snakes and eagles will prey on hirola calves. In

some areas of the natural range hirola makes up 20% of lion scat, 10% of

hyena scat and 4% of leopard scat (Gibbon, 2010).

2.3.5 Disease

Little is known about hirola disease in the wild. Hirola are likely to suffer

from rinderpest as do Damaliscus spp. and Connochaetes spp. (Woodford, 1984;

Watkin, 1997). There were confirmed outbreaks of rinderpest near Garissa

from 1962-1963 and from 1982-1984 (Butynski, 2000) and more outbreaks in

Tsavo and in the hirola’s natural range from 1994-1995 (Kock, 1997; Kock et

al., 1998, 1999). East coast fever and trypanosomiasis killed hirola in Garissa

District in 1998 (Butynski, 2000) and hirola in captivity suffered from acidosis,

tympani, tuberculosis and mycobacteriosis (Smielowski, 1987).

2.4 Conservation actions

The hirola has been the focus of various conservation actions carried out by a

variety of different organisations. A timeframe of these actions is shown in
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Figure 2.4. The actions themselves and the organisations involved are

detailed below.

Figure 2.4: A timeframe of the conservation actions undertaken to conserve the hirola since

its discovery, from Kock et al., 2010.
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2.4.1 The Hirola Task Force

In 1994 a group of interested individuals, NGO’s and government

departments formed the Hirola Task Force (HTF). The organisations involved

included the KWS, National Museum of Kenya, DRSRS, East African Wildlife

Society, African Wildlife Foundation, Wildlife Conservation International and

IUCN. The HTF established an action plan with a set of priority issues and

assigned individual member organisations responsibility for addressing these

issues. Butynski (2000) criticises the effectiveness of the HTF, stating that “not

one of the above assignments to institutions were effectively carried out by the

assigned institution.” Contrary to this criticism, in 1996 Chris Magin of the

IUCN Antelope Specialist Group completed one of the key actions of the HTF:

to collate the scattered and largely unpublished information relating to the

hirola. In 2004 the HTF, which by then had changed its name to the Hirola

Management Committee (HMC), produced a five year management plan for

the recovery of the hirola.

2.4.2 Community conservation organisations

In addition to the HTF/HMC several smaller, community conservation

organisations have been founded with the aim of conserving the hirola in its

natural range. The HMC suspected that many of these organisations were

formed because of perceived financial benefits rather than a genuine desire to

conserve the hirola. Many of the organisations concerned were antagonistic

towards each other due to clan and political differences but despite this some

had received funding from international donors. On 19th April 1999 the two

largest community groups, the Harroru Community Hirola Conservation

Group and the Arawale Youth Wildlife Community, merged and retained the

name the Harroru Community Hirola Conservation Group. The HMC

welcomed this move and now deals with this umbrella organisation

(Butynski, 2000).
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The Arawale National Reserve was gazetted in 1973 as the main in-situ

measure to conserve the hirola. The Ishaqbini Hirola Community

Conservancy was established in 2008 and placed under the management of

the Northern Rangelands Trust. Today these are the most important areas for

the conservation of the hirola in its natural range. The Ishaqbini Hirola

Community Conservancy contains 140-150 hirola, 45% of the global

population (Kock et al., 2010).

2.4.3 Captive populations

There are currently no hirola in captivity but Butynski (2000) states that

historically four zoos worldwide have held hirola: The Gladys Porter Zoo in

Brownsville, Texas, San Diego Zoo in California, Tampa Zoo in Florida and

Dvur Kralove Zoo in Czechoslovakia. Figures concerning the hirola in Dvur

Kralove Zoo are published in Smielowski (1987) and details for The Gladys

Porter and San Diego Zoos were obtained by the author from the zoos

themselves. This is the first time figures for the hirola in The Gladys Porter

and San Diego Zoos have appeared in the literature. In correspondence with

the author Tampa Zoo state that they have never held hirola in their collection

(Dr. Larry Killmar, Vice President and Director of Collections, Tampa Zoo

pers. comm.).

Dvur Kralove Zoo imported 2 male and 5 female hirola sub adults from

Kenya in 1971. Within the first 6 months 2 of the females had died. The

remaining hirola went on to produce 19 calves in 11 years (7 males and 12

females) although juvenile mortality was 32%. If a calf survived past 6

months of age the mean life expectancy in Dvur Kralove was 14 years. The

herd was destroyed by mycobacteriosis in 1981 (Smielowski, 1987).
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San Diego Zoo held a total of 3 male and 3 female hirola. A single hirola calf

was born in the zoo and the last surviving hirola was transferred from the zoo

in 1986. The year the zoo first acquired its hirola, the age of the hirola, causes

of mortality and whether the calf survived are not recorded (San Diego Zoo

Customer Service Team, pers. comm.).

The Gladys Porter Zoo imported 2 male and 2 female hirola in 1972. A

further 2 females were received in 1972, 2 males and 3 females in 1978, 1 male

in 1980 and 1 male in 1987. A total of 19 calves were born between 1974 and

1991 (11 males and 8 females) bringing the population of hirola in The Gladys

Porter Zoo to 32 at its peak (17 males and 15 females). The zoo’s oldest hirola

was a female which reached 15 years of age. The last hirola, a female, died on

17th November 2002 at 12 years of age. (Appendix I; Thomas deMaar and

Diana Lucio, pers. comm.).

2.4.4 Hirola translocations

In 1963 a dwindling natural population prompted the translocation of hirola

to Tsavo East National Park in an attempt to safeguard the species. For a

major conservation initiative Operation Hunter’s is poorly documented and

very little information on it appears in the literature (Butynski, 2000).

Ottichilo et al., (1995) states that 100 hirola were captured but does not

provide any source for this data. Grimwood (1963 and 1964) provides a

detailed description of the methodologies used but does not state the sex, age,

number captured, number of fatalities or number released. Butynski (2000)

concludes that 42 hirola were moved to holding pens in Tsavo and that 30 of

these survived to be released on 28th October 1963. Butynski (2000) further

concludes that mortality in the 1963 translocation was likely to be somewhere

from 33-46%.
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In 1996 a second translocation to bolster the hirola population in Tsavo was

one of the first major actions undertaken by the HTF. Kock (1996) states that

35 hirola were captured with 29 of these surviving to be released into Tsavo.

Different methods were used to the 1963 translocation and mortality was only

17%. Post release monitoring indicated that 8 months after release mortality

in translocated hirola was 50% (Butynski, 2000).

2.4.5 Fenced sanctuaries

The Ishaqbini Hirola Community Conservancy contains a core conservation

zone of 4000 acres in which grazing is restricted. Vegetation has recovered

well in this core zone but there has been no corresponding increase in hirola

numbers and predation is believed to be the limiting factor (Gibbon, 2010).

To counter the level of predation the HMC intend to build a predator proof

fenced sanctuary in Ishaqbini. The proposed site is 27.7 km2 in size and has

been chosen to optimise habitat quality and support framework and minimise

human threat, disturbance and conflict. Hirola breed well in the absence of

predation and simulations have projected a rapid growth in the captive

population. The size of the sanctuary would allow hirola to leave their natal

groups at around 9 months old as they would in the wild. Ultimately hirola

would be released to rejoin the wild population (Kock et al., 2010).

Predator proof fenced sanctuaries are also proposed to bolster the hirola

populations in Arawale Game Reserve and Tsavo East National Park. There

are currently plans to build a rhino sanctuary in Tsavo and it has been

proposed that the hirola and rhino sanctuaries could be combined. The

proposed rhino sanctuary will be 60-80km2 so this would significantly

increase the area available to hirola (Dr. Rajan Amin, pers. comm.).
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2.5 Tsavo National Park

2.5.1 Background, size and location

Tsavo National Park is located approximately 233 km south of Nairobi and

250 km north of Mombasa in the Coast Province of Kenya (Figure 2.5).

Bisected by the A109 road and rail line into east and east it covers over 4% of

Kenya’s total land area and is one of the largest protected areas on the planet.

Tsavo East is the larger of the two parks with an area of 13,747 km2 whilst

Tsavo West covers 9,065 km2. Both were gazetted in 1948 making them the

second oldest national parks in Kenya (KWS, 2011).
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Figure 2.5: Tsavo National Park and inset the location of Tsavo National Park in Kenya.

Both Tsavo East and Tsavo West are classified as type II protected areas by

the IUCN: “large natural or near natural areas set aside to protect large-scale

ecological processes, along with the complement of species and ecosystems
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characteristic of the area, which also provide a foundation for environmentally and

culturally compatible spiritual, scientific, educational, recreational and visitor

opportunities” (IUCN, 2009).

2.5.2 Climate, geography and geology

The Tiva, Galana and Voi rivers cross Tsavo East National Park east-west. Of

these only the Galana is permanent although water is still present beneath the

surface of the Tiva and Voi rivers during the dry season. Elephants dig holes

to access this water which are important for other wildlife and in shaping the

landscape. Additional permanent water sources exist at a density of around

1/10km2 and include the Aruba dam, boreholes and man made waterholes.

During the wet season numerous temporary water pans fill up with rainwater

(Andanje, 2002; Wijngaarden, 1985).

Tsavo has two wet seasons and two dry seasons: a short dry season from

January to March, a long wet season from April to May, a long dry season

from June to October and a short wet season from November to December,

droughts in Tsavo occur roughly every ten years. Average rainfall varies

from 300-600mm per annum and temperatures vary from 20-30 °C (Brown

and Cocheme, 1969; Wijngaarden, 1985). Soil types in Tsavo differ but sand

and clay are the most common. Elevation ranges from 300-500 m asl with the

Yatta Plateau, the longest lava flow in the world, being the most noticeable

topographical feature (Wijngaarden, 1985).

2.5.3 Flora

Rainfall, presence of standing water and drainage are the key determining

factors in the distribution of habitat types in Tsavo East. Swamp vegetation

occurs in the few areas where surface water is permanent such as the Kanderi

Swamp and Aruba dam. Forest grows around these swamp areas and along

river beds where subterranean water is available throughout the year. There
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is hardly any pure grassland without bushes or trees in Tsavo East and

vegetation types are classified as forest, woodland, wooded grassland,

grassland, swamp vegetation and bush land (Andanje, 2002).

2.5.4 Fauna

Common species of herbivore in Tsavo East include elephants, giraffe (Giraffa

camelopardalis, Linnaeus, 1758), hippopotamus (Hippopotamus amphibious,

Linnaeus, 1758), eland (Taurotragus oryx, Pallas, 1766), buffalo, fringe-eared

oryx, Coke’s hartebeest, waterbuck (Kobus ellipsiprimmus, Ogilby, 1833), lesser

kudu (Tragelaphus imberis, Blyth, 1869), impala, Grant’s Gazelle, gerenuk

(Litocranius walleri, Brooke, 1878) and warthog (Phacochoerus aethiopicus,

Gmelin, 1788).

Carnivores include lion, spotted hyena, cheetah, leopard, aardwolf (Proteles

cristata, Geoffroy Saint-Hilaire, 1824), black-backed jackal and serval.

Baboons, vervet monkeys (Chlorocebus pygerythrus, Cuvier, 1821), honey

badgers (Mellivora capensis, Storr, 1780) and banded mongoose (Mungos

mungo, Gmelin, 1788) are also found in the park.

Livestock present in the park include cattle (Bos primigenius, Bojanus, 1827),

sheep (Ovis aries, Linnaeus, 1758), goats (Capra hircus, Linnaeus, 1758) and

donkeys (Equus africanus asninus, Linnaeus, 1758) (Andanje, 2002).

2.6 Habitat suitability modelling

There are various programmes available for modelling habitat suitability

based on species distribution. MaxEnt (v. 3.3.3e) was selected because it

requires presence only data, can deal with relatively few data points, can deal

with categorical as well as continuous variables, has performed well when

compared to other methods (Phillips et al., 2004, 2006; Elith, 2011) and when

predictions have been verified on the ground (Rebelo and Jones, 2010).
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As inputs MaxEnt requires species presence data in .CSV format and a set of

environmental layers in the form of raster grids converted to .ASCII format.

The raster grids must have the same extent and the same cell size and all

inputs must have the same geographic coordinate system.

MaxEnt uses the environmental layer values in each cell and the presence

data to assign each cell a logarithmic probability value for the presence of the

species. The main output from MaxEnt is a HSM with the level of suitability

of each cell denoted by a colour gradient.
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3. METHODS

3.1 General methods

In this study single sightings of a hirola or group of hirola were the starting

point for all data collection. For each hirola sighting data was collected on the

size, location, demographics, behaviour and inter-species associations of the

group. Hirola sightings also provided the locations for vegetation surveys

and the opportunity to collect measurements of hirola spoor and to collect

hirola dung. Data was analysed using a variety of programmes but R v. R-

2.13.1 was used unless otherwise stated.

The study was carried out in partnership with the Zoological Society of

London and KWS. At the same time as this study was taking place another

MSc Conservation Science student, Ben Evans, was conducting his own

research into the effects of predation on the Tsavo hirola population. The

projects shared a vehicle and KWS staff made up part of the survey team. The

presence of KWS staff permitted survey work to be carried out outside the

vehicle and off road.

3.2 Population survey

The initial project proposal stated that systematic aerial surveys coordinated

with a ground team would be used to locate and identify as many hirola as

possible. However, KWS were unable to organise an aerial survey until June

30th so an intensive ground survey was conducted from 6/5/2011-17/6/2011

and an aerial survey was conducted independently from 30/6/2011-

5/7/2011.
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3.2.1 Ground survey

The ground survey as carried out by a single, vehicle-based ground team

consisting of the author, Ben Evans, Haustings Syengo (a KWS field assistant)

and a KWS ranger. In order to maximise the likelihood of finding hirola data

from the KWS hirola monitoring programme was used to identify areas of

previous sightings and safari guides, safari drivers and the guests and

manager at Satao Camp were contacted to gather information about recent

sightings.

A hirola identification sheet was created to show drivers and guides

(Appendix II) although many drivers and guides were already aware of

hirola and even some of the issues which threatened them; they did not

however consider them an important animal for their clients to see. Drivers

and guides were spoken to both in the canteen at Satao Camp and whilst

driving around Tsavo. They were a useful resource and on several occasions

provided information about hirola they had sighted that day. On completion

of the study the driver’s identification sheet was expanded to create a hirola

identification guide which was sent to KWS to use as a resource for monitors

and scientists in the future (Appendix III).

Two surveys were conducted each day, one from 06:30-10:00 and another

from 15:00-18:00. On and off road transects were driven through areas where

hirola had been reported and recent sightings were investigated. Hirola were

also sighted opportunistically whilst driving around Tsavo. On sighting a

herd of hirola the location was recorded using a Garmin GPSmap 60CSx, a

handheld global positioning system (GPS), and extensive observations were

made of the herd.
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3.2.2 Aerial survey

A Piper Super Cub with a pilot and one observer was used to conduct the

aerial survey. The plane flew 400m transects spaced 500m apart at an altitude

of 200-400ft and a speed of 130kph. The observer identified hirola for 200m

on either side of the plane, recorded the number of hirola and saved the

location as a GPS waypoint on a handheld GPS (Garmin Etrex).

Surveys were conducted from 06:00-10:00 and from 15:30-18:00. At the end of

a survey the location of any hirola sightings was given to a ground team

consisting of the author, a driver, Haustings Syengo and two observers. This

team would then attempt to confirm hirola sightings from the ground. A full

protocol for the aerial survey can be found in Appendix IV.

3.3 Population demographics

Extensive observations were made of each hirola herd, both during the

ground survey and when confirming sightings during the aerial survey, in

order to determine the number of hirola per herd, their age, sex and to allow

for individual identification. Distance was maintained between the survey

team and the hirola herd to avoid stressing the hirola and potentially

scattering the herd or artificially influencing their distribution. The distance

maintained between the survey team and hirola varied for each sighting and

was judged on a sighting by sighting basis depending on the behaviour

displayed by the hirola. Age was determined by the level of horn

development (Figure 3.1) as defined in Andanje (2002).
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Calf (0-3 months old)

Individual without horns or with

horns just protruding.

Juvenile (4-9 months old)

Individual with straight horns, up-

to or just exceeding ear-length.

Sub-adult (10-18 months old)

Individual whose horn tips have

started pointing inwards and

widening from the centre and

growing to form a clear oval (rugby

ball) shape.

Adult (18 months old and above)

Individual with spread out mature

shaped horns.

Figure 3.1: Hirola age classes according to horn shape from Andanje (2002).

Male and female hirola are virtually identical making sexing them very

difficult and only possible through long term observation. Males are slightly

larger and darker than females, they hold the testicles high up between the

thighs and the penile sheath is barely visible. The easiest time to determine

sex was when hirola were walking directly away from the observer, when
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urinating or when a rear leg was raised to scratch the head (Andanje, 2002).

Further indications of sex were provided through observations of behaviour

such as attempts at mounting, scent marking and pawing the ground. Males

were often observed leading the herd and when the herd was spread out

calves and juveniles showed fidelity to a single female, presumably their

mother. Only adult and sub-adult hirola were sexed.

The extent of occurrence and area of occupancy of the hirola population in

Tsavo were calculated using the Kew Online Red Listing Tool (2011). In order

to calculate the area of occupancy the standard IUCN cell size of 2km2 was

used.

3.4 Behaviour

The behaviour of hirola throughout the period of observation was recorded in

detail in the sighting notes. This included their general behaviour as

individuals, any interactions between individuals and the distance between

individuals. Behaviour was classified as feeding, moving or resting and

single events such as defecation and urination were noted. Particular

attention was paid to shade use as shade is believed to be a major requirement

for hirola (Andanje, 2002).

3.5 Associated species

Species in the vicinity of hirola were identified and the level of their

association classified into three categories: close, near and aggregate. A close

association was one where the associated species was mixed in with the hirola

herd, a near association was one were the associated species was within 100m

of the hirola herd and an aggregate association was one where associate

species was between 100m and 500m of the hirola (Andanje, 2002).
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Over the period of observation at any one sighting the level of association

between hirola and their associated species often changed. In this situation

the change in level of association was recorded in the notes on that sighting

but only the initial level of association was included in the analysis. Hirola

and their associates often moved in response to the presence of the survey

team therefore only the initial level of association represented the natural

behaviour of the species concerned.

3.6 Habitat suitability

3.6.1 Vegetation surveys

Vegetation surveys consisted of 20m x 20m plots oriented north-south with a

1m2 quadrat in the centre. The position of the survey was recorded on a

handheld GPS along with the date and time of the survey and the number of

the hirola sighting to which the vegetation survey corresponded.

Within the plot the grass cover was estimated by standing in the centre and

rotating 360°. Shrubs, bushes and trees in the plot were classified as ≥1.8m

tall and ≥5m wide, ≥1.8m tall and <5m wide, <1.8m tall and ≥5m wide or

<1.8m tall and <5m wide. Trees or bushes ≥1.8m tall and ≥5m wide are

considered to be good shade trees (Andanje, 2002) and were identified to

species level using a herbarium at KWS Research Centre near Tsavo’s Voi

Gate.

Within the quadrat every grass tuft was counted and identified to species

level using A Guide to Grasses of Southern Africa (van Odtshoorn, 2004) and An

Illustrated Manual of Kenya Grasses (Ibrahim and Kabuye, 1988). Species

classification was also checked in the KWS herbarium. Forbs within the

quadrat were counted and identified to species level in the KWS herbarium.

Samples of all grasses, forbs and trees were retained for future reference
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during the study period and handed over to KWS as a reference library at the

end of the period of fieldwork.

A grass tuft was defined as a grouping of leaves and inflorescences arising

from a single root base. Where a grass used rhizomes for reproduction any

tuft along the rhizome which had taken root was classified as a separate tuft.

Forbs were defined as any herbaceous plant in the understory. A bush or tree

was defined as any plant with woody stems which rose above the level of the

surrounding grasses and forbs (Andanje, 2002).

Plots were marked out using four stakes connected by four 20m lengths of

cord and quadrats were marked out using four stakes connected by four 1m

lengths of cord. In the event that a bush or grass tuft was bisected by the

marking cord it was counted as within the plot or quadrat area. On one

occasion hirola were grazing so close to a waterhole that placing the quadrat

at the centre of the plot would have meant a large proportion of the plot was

over water. In this instance the quadrat was placed on the site the hirola had

grazed and the plot was displaced until it was entirely on land.

Hirola habitat was further classified by using ARCMap to overlay geographic

information system (GIS) layers (Environmental Species Research Institute

(ESRI) shapefiles) provided by KWS with the locations of hirola sightings and

extract data from the layers at each location. KWS layers were on vegetation

type, soil type, geology and land cover. The land cover layer used data from

Africover, part of the Food and Agriculture Organisation’s Land Cover

Classification System. Additional information on the KWS layers can be

found in Appendix V.
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3.6.2 Habitat suitability model

The creation of a HSM occurred in two stages. To verify that the model being

created by MaxEnt was accurately predicting the distribution of the hirola

80% of the presence data was used to train a model which was then tested

with the other 20%.

MaxEnt tests the accuracy of the model by calculating the omission rate and

the area under the receiver operating curve (AUC). The omission rate is the

range area which does not contain a presence point. The AUC is calculated

by randomly selecting a background point as a pseudo-absence and

comparing its predicted suitability to a randomly selected presence point.

The AUC value itself represents the probability that a randomly selected

presence point has a higher suitability than a randomly selected pseudo-

absence. An AUC value of 0.75 or higher is considered the boundary for an

accurate model (Elith, 2002). Cross validation of the model was conducted

using averages of four replicates of 500 iterations each. For each replicate a

new set of presence points was randomly selected for testing. Once the

accuracy of the model was confirmed the model was then created using all of

the presence data.

The environmental layers came from two sources. KWS provided ESRI

shapefiles for vegetation type, soil type, geology and land cover. Layers for

precipitation, elevation and mean temperature were downloaded from

Worldclim already in raster format. Precipitation and mean temperature

layers were total monthly averages for May. For a full discussion of the

methods used to create Worldclim data see Hijmans et al., (2005).

The seven environmental layers were uploaded to ARCMap, transformed to

the same coordinate system, clipped to the same extent, the KWS layers were

transformed into raster grids and finally all layers were converted into ASCII
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format to be uploaded to MaxEnt. Worldclim environmental layers were

downloaded as rasters with a cell size of 30 Arc Seconds (≈1 km2) which

dictated the cell size of the KWS shapefiles when they were converted to

raster grids.

3.7 Additional data

3.7.1 Hirola spoor and dung

It was noted that none of the field guides carried during fieldwork: A Field

Guide to the Larger Mammals of Africa (Stuart and Stuart, 2006), A Field Guide to

the Tracks and Signs of Southern and Eastern African Wildlife (Stuart and Stuart,

1998) and Signs of the Wild (Walker, 1996) contained any information on hirola

spoor (hoof prints) or hirola dung. The ability to identify hirola spoor and

dung could be a useful skill, allowing scientists and monitors to make more

efficient use of their time by recognising the presence of hirola in an area

without direct observation and providing an indication of herd size and

direction of travel from reported sightings.

Measurements of hirola prints were made whenever the substrate provided

impressions which were clear enough for accurate measurement and

whenever it was certain that the observed prints were from hirola. Prints

were measured along their length and across the width of each toe at the

widest point (Figure 3.2). Prints could be recognised as coming from the front

or rear hooves by the more rounded shape of the rear hooves.
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Figure 3.2: Hirola spoor showing the measurements taken.

Hirola dung was collected following direct observation of hirola defecating

only because it was too similar to the dung of other antelope species to

accurately differentiate between them. Collecting hirola dung aimed to

address three questions about the Tsavo hirola population:

1. The diseases which affect hirola in the wild are poorly documented

(Butynski, 2000). Identifying the species of parasites present in hirola

dung will add to the body of knowledge about hirola disease in the

wild and quantifying the parasite load will provide an indirect

measure of the condition of the hirola in Tsavo.

2. The limited size of the founder population of the Tsavo hirola has led

to suggestions that inbreeding depression may be a contributing factor

in the slow growth of the population (Butynski, 2000). By analysing
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the DNA present in hirola dung it is possible to assess the level of

inbreeding in the population.

3. Identifying the fragments of vegetation in hirola dung will provide an

indication of the hirola’s diet.

Samples were halved with one half being preserved in ethanol and the other

half left dry. Dried samples were left with KWS for an analysis of the

endoparasite load and hirola diet. Samples preserved in ethanol were sent to

Jacob Goheen at the University of Wyoming for genetic analysis.

3.7.2 Awareness of hirola

During the period of study it became apparent that awareness of the hirola in

Kenya was very low. In order to quantify the level of awareness a brief

survey was constructed (Appendix VI) and carried out amongst visitors to

the National Museum of Kenya on the 5/5/2011, amongst the guests at Satao

Camp from 6/5/2011-22/6/2011 and amongst the guests at Lion Hill Camp

from 28/6/2011-4/7/2011.

In order to assess the level of media attention the hirola receives “hirola,

Hunter’s hartebeest and Beatragus hunteri” were entered into the search bars

on three news websites: BBC, CNN and Sky. The results were checked for

accuracy and the number of relevant hits was recorded.

To allow for a comparison to be made searches were then carried out for four

other critically endangered mammals: the addax (Addax nasomasculatus,

Blainville, 1816), Sumatran orangutan (Pongo albelii, Lesson, 1827), black rhino

(Diceros bicornis, Linnaeus, 1758) and Iberian lynx (Lynx pardinus, Temminck,

1827). For these searches “common name and scientific name” was entered

into the search bar (e.g. “Sumatran orangutan and Pongo abelii”).
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The number of papers published on each species was used as a proxy for the

level of scientific attention each receives. Searches were run in ISI Web of

Science using the same terms listed above, the results were checked for

accuracy and the number of relevant hits recorded.
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4. RESULTS

4.1 Population survey

4.1.1 Ground Survey

Hirola were sighted on 32 occasions during the ground survey. A minimum

of 42 and a maximum of 52 individual hirola were observed in these

sightings, with the actual number estimated at 45.

4.1.2 Aerial Survey

The survey plane sighted hirola on 11 occasions and reported a total of 76

individuals. The ground team confirmed 6 of these sightings and counted 47

individuals. Of these 47 hirola, 25 had been previously sighted during the

ground survey. It could not be determined whether hirola from unconfirmed

sightings had already been seen; they may not even have been hirola. For this

reason they cannot be considered in the population survey.

4.1.3 Total Population

Combining the number of hirola observed during the ground survey with the

new individuals from confirmed aerial sightings gives a total population

estimate of 67 hirola.
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4.2 Distribution

The extent of occurrence of the hirola in Tsavo was 500.03km2 and the area of

occupancy was 76.00km2 (Figure 4.1).

Figure 4.1: The extent of occurrence (500.03km2) and area of occupancy (76.00km2) of the

hirola population in Tsavo. Hirola sightings are marked by blue circles, extent of occurrence

is shown by the shaded polygon and area of occupancy as red squares. To calculate the area of

occupancy the standard IUCN cell size of 2km2 was used. The figure itself is a screen print

from the Kew Red Listing Tool.

There were insufficient sightings of any single herd to perform home range

estimations such as a kernel density analysis but the distribution of sightings

is shown in Figure 4.2. Hirola herds were generally sedentary with the

largest distance travelled by any herd being 4.3 km in 64 hours. The largest

distance between concurrent sightings of the same herd was 11.8 km in 26

days.
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Figure 4.2: The position of sightings of hirola herds and inset the position of sightings

relative to Tsavo East National Park.
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4.3 Population demographics

Average herd size was 6.6 with a range from 2-14 and average size of nursery

herds was 9.8 with a range from 6-14. Hirola were observed in 5 nursery

herds and 4 bachelor herds with 1 lone male and a pair of females also

observed (Table 4.1).

Sex ratio in adults and sub-adults was 1:1.25 (24 males and 30 females) with

46 adults, 6 sub-adults, 14 juveniles and 1 calf identified. Sex ratio (expressed

as a percentage of the total) did not differ significantly from the sex ratio of

calves born in Brownville Zoo (χ2 test: χ2= 3.13, df= 1, p= 0.077), calves born in

Dvur Kralove Zoo (χ2 test: χ2= 0.90, df= 1, p= 0.342) or the sum of both zoos

(χ2 test: χ2= 0.08, df= 1, p= 0.777). Of the 24 males observed 6 were

accompanying a nursery herd and 16 were either alone or in a bachelor herd.

Table 4.1: Herd composition of the Tsavo hirola population by age class and sex.

Herd
Adults Sub-adults

Juveniles Calves Total
Males Females Males Females

Bachelor 1 - - 3 - - - 3

Nursery 1 2 7 - - 5 - 14

Nursery 2 1 4 - - 2 - 7

Nursery 3 1 7 - - 3 1 12

Nursery 4 1 4 - - 1 - 6

Lone Male 1 - - - - - 1

Lone Females - 2 - - - - 2

Bachelor 2 6 - - - - - 6

Bachelor 3 2 - - - - - 2

Bachelor 4 1 - 3 - - - 4

Nursery 5 1 6 - - 3 - 10

Total
16 30 6 0 14 1 67

46 6 14 1 67

4.4 Behaviour

Hirola were observed feeding in 30 of 38 sightings (78.9%), resting in 15

sightings (39.5%) and moving in 16 sightings (42.1%). On only 3 occasions
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(7.9%) were hirola observed resting in the shade. On other occasions they

would rest in full sun on top of red sand mounds which were clear of grass.

Hirola were not observed drinking at any time and were only observed

feeding in and around waterholes on 1 occasion (2.6%).

4.5 Associated species

Hirola were found in association with other species in 35 of 38 sightings

(92.1%). The number of associated species per sighting varied between 0 and

6 with a mean of 2.3. Hirola were observed in close association with at least

one other species on 32 occasions (84.2%), near to at least one other species on

13 occasions (34.2%) and aggregated with at least one other species on 10

occasions (26.3%). Hirola were found in association with Grant’s gazelles,

topi, impala, kongoni, warthog, buffalo, elephant, eland, oryx, Burchell’s

zebra and ostrich (Struthio camelus, Linnaeus, 1758) (Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.3: The number of occasions each species was sighted in association with hirola.

Level of association is shown in white (close), hatched (nearby) and black (aggregate).
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Species other than hirola were also recorded during the aerial survey. This

enabled the calculation of herd and individual density estimates for

associated species. Estimates were used to assess the correlation between

species density and the total number of association events. The density of

herds was used rather than the density of individuals as this was a more

accurate representation of the distribution of a species.

Whilst the relationship was significant (linear regression: F= 11.13, df= 13 p=

0.005) Grant’s gazelle’s and elephants are outliers as they differ by more than

1.5x the interquartile range of the residuals. When these two outliers are

removed the relationship is still significant (linear model: F= 8.66, df= 11, p=

0.01) (Figure 4.4).
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Figure 4.4: The relationship between the density of a species and the number of associations

it had with hirola. The two outliers are shown as an empty triangle (Grant’s gazelles) and an

empty square (elephants).
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4.6 Habitat suitability

4.6.1 Vegetation surveys

Vegetation surveys were only conducted for sightings in the original ground

survey. On 3 occasions the precise location of hirola could not be determined

and so no vegetation survey was conducted and on one occasion 3 vegetation

surveys were carried out for a single sighting. This meant that 31 vegetation

surveys were carried out over the course of the study corresponding to 32

hirola sightings.

Hirola were found at elevations between 338 and 436 m asl. Average grass

cover was 66% but ranged from 5 - 95%. 20 species of grass were identified,

Tetrapogon bidentatus was the most common species and Brachiara serrata

occurred at the highest density (Table 4.2).

Table 4.2: The species of grass present in areas where hirola were observed. Number of tufts

refers to the number of tufts of that grass species within all quadrats and density refers to the

number of tufts divided by the total area (i.e. surveys present).

Grass Species
Surveys
Present

% Surveys
Present

Number of
Tufts

Density
(tufts/m2)

Tetrapogon bidentatus 16 52 99 6.2

Leptothrium senegalense 14 45 77 5.5

Chloris roxburghiana 10 32 28 2.8

Tetrapogon tenellus 8 26 102 12.8

Cenchrus ciliaris 6 19 9 1.5

Brachiara serrata 4 13 259 64.8

Panicum deustum 4 13 29 7.3

Schmidtia pappophoroides 4 13 10 2.5

Tetrapogon cenchriformis 4 13 6 1.5

Chloris virgata 3 10 3 1

Brachiara deflexa 2 6 13 6.5

Urochloa mosambicensis 2 6 2 1

Eragrostis caespitosa 2 6 3 1.5

Echinocloa colona 1 3 4 4

Eragrostis volkensii 1 3 6 6

Aristida mollissima 1 3 1 1
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Eragrostis racemosa 1 3 1 1

Tragus berteronianus 1 3 1 1

Dactyloctenium aegyptium 1 3 1 1

Eragrostis cilianensis 1 3 4 4

6 species of forb were identified, Hermannia sterculiaceae and Blepharis

linarisfolia were the most common species and Blepharis linarisfolia also

occurred at the highest density (Table 4.3).

Table 4.3: The species of forb present in areas where hirola were observed. Number of plants

refers to the number of plants of that forb species within all quadrats and density refers to the

number of plants divided by the total area (i.e. surveys present).

Forb Species
Surveys
Present

% Surveys
Present

Number of
Plants

Density
(plants/m2)

Hermannia sterculiaceae 5 15.6 20 4

Blapharis linarisfolia 5 15.6 59 11.8

Tephrosia villosa 4 12.5 8 2

Unidentified 3 9.4 4 1.3

Solanum dubium 2 6.3 7 3.5

Digeria muricata 2 6.3 2 1.0

There were only 2 trees ≥1.8m tall and ≥5m wide within any of the vegetation

survey plots and both of these were Acacia tortilis. This indicates a density of

trees in hirola habitat of 1 tree per 6.2km2. Smaller bushes were found at a

density of 1 per 387.5m2 for bushes ≥1.8m tall and <5m wide and 1 per 62m2

for bushes <1.8m tall and <5m. There were no bushes <1.8m tall and ≥5m

wide.

Hirola were found in savannah areas with trees and bushes. The vegetation

of these areas was largely undifferentiated floodplains vegetation but there

were also areas of Commiphora acacia, Commiphora lannea and variants of the

two. A small number of sightings occurred in areas of Acacia schoenefeldia.

The geology of these areas included crystalline limestone, unconsolidated

sands and loams, hornblende/biotite gneisses, unconsolidated clays, arkoses,

and fine to course grained sandstones, unconsolidated sands, loams and clays,
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Phonolite and shales and siltstones. Soil type was extracted from the KWS

layers but type was in code and KWS were unable to provide a key for this

code or information on what coding system was being used.

4.6.2 Habitat suitability map

To verify the accuracy of the model omission rate and AUC value are used.

The omission rate did not differ significantly from the predicted rate (Figure

4.5).

Figure 4.5: The omission rate averaged over the four replicate models.

The average AUC value over the four replicate models was 0.96 indicating

that the test data fitted the distribution predicted by the model (Figure 4.6).
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Figure 4.6: The receiver operating curve showing the average AUC values.

With the accuracy of the model verified the model was trained using all of the

presence data. The probability output from the full model is shown in Figure

4.7.
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Figure 4.7: MaxEnt output showing the suitability of habitat for the hirola within Tsavo

East National Park. Warmer colours represent areas of higher suitability and cooler colours

areas of lower suitability. White squares represent the presence locations used to build the

model. Note that the scale is logarithmic.
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MaxEnt also details the relative contribution of each environmental layer to

the model. Soil type contributed most to the model (77%), followed by

precipitation (8.2%), geology (7.6%), elevation (4.5%), land cover (1.9%),

vegetation type (0.5%) and temperature (0.3%). Soil type was also the layer

which decreased the gain the most when it was omitted from the model

(Figure 4.8).

Figure 4.8: MaxEnt output showing the jackknife tests for each environmental variable.

4.7 Additional data

4.7.1 Hirola spoor and dung

Measurements were taken from 36 hirola prints from 4 different hirola

sightings. Prints came from 3 separate herds containing a total of 31

individual hirola. Equal numbers of prints were recorded for front and rear

hooves.

There was no significant difference between the length of front hooves and

the length of rear hooves (Wilcoxon signed rank test: p= 0.055, w= 101) or

between the width of front and rear hooves (Wilcoxon signed rank test: p=

0.199, w= 121). Front hooves were 6.6–9.6cm long with a mean length of
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7.53cm and rear hooves were 6.8–9cm long with a mean length of 7.97cm.

Front hooves were 5–7cm wide with a mean width of 6.04cm and rear hooves

were 5.4–7.4cm wide with a mean width of 6.32cm. Measurements and

pictures of hirola spoor were sent to the authors of the three field guides in an

attempt to have them included in later editions and thereby raise the profile

of the hirola.

A total of 19 samples of hirola dung were collected on 4 separate occasions.

Samples came from 4 different herds containing a total of 22 individual hirola.

All samples were handed over to Dr. Rajan Amin. Dry samples were retained

by KWS for analysis of parasite load and diet. Samples preserved in ethanol

were transported to the University of Wyoming where they will be analysed

along with blood samples from 35 hirola from the 1996 translocation. This

will give an indication of the level of inbreeding in the Tsavo East hirola

population.

4.7.2 Awareness survey

The most pertinent questions from the awareness survey were the nationality

of the participant, whether they were resident in Kenya, whether they

recognised hirola and whether they had heard of the hirola. A total of 32

individuals took part in the awareness survey. Participants came from 9

different countries (UK, Ireland, Kenya, USA, Spain, Italy, Turkey, Germany

and The Netherlands), 12 were resident in Kenya and 20 were tourists.

A significant number of participants did not recognise hirola from a picture

(exact binomial test: p<0.001) and had not heard of the hirola (exact binomial

test: p= 0.002) (Figure 4.9).
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Figure 4.9: The number of participants who recognised hirola (left) and had heard of hirola

(right). Positive answers are shown in white and negative answers are shown in black.

Residents were significantly more likely to recognise hirola (χ2 test: χ2= 5.92,

df= 1, p= 0.015) and to have heard of hirola (χ2 test: χ2= 48.55, df= 1, p< 0.001)

than non-residents (Figure 4.10).
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Figure 4.10: The number of residents and non-residents who recognised and had heard of

hirola. Positive responses are shown in white and negative responses are shown in black.

It should be stated that amongst non-residents there was only one positive

response to whether the participant recognised hirola and one positive
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response to whether the participant had heard of hirola. These positive

responses came from the same participant, an individual who had visited

Tsavo on ten previous occasions specifically to view hirola.

The level of media interest in the hirola compared to 4 other species of

critically endangered mammal is shown in Figure 4.11 and the level of

scientific interest in Figure 4.12.
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Figure 4.11: The level of media interest in five species of critically endangered mammal. The

value above each bar is the precise number of hits for that species.
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Figure 4.12: The level of scientific interest in five species of critically endangered mammal.

The value above each bar is the precise number of hits for that species.
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5. DISCUSSION

5.1 Results

5.1.1 Population survey

The results of the population survey demonstrate that there is a relatively

constant, if small, population of hirola in Tsavo East National Park. Whilst

the recent drought appears to have had a negative impact it is not as severe as

previously thought (Kock et al., 2010).

There are methodological issues with both the ground and aerial surveys.

The main ground survey did not use conventional sampling techniques to

survey the hirola population and it failed to locate all hirola, particularly at

the extremes of the hirola’s range in Tsavo. However, the number of hirola

observed during the main ground survey is accurate to within a few

individuals.

Aerial surveys are a very common method for measuring the population size

of ungulates. In recent years however several authors have conducted critical

evaluations of aerial surveys and found them to be less accurate and cost

effective than other techniques (Jachmann, 2002; Joris et al., 2008; Mansson et

al., 2011; Parker et al., 2011).

The body size, colour, herd size and behaviour of hirola indicate that it is

likely the Tsavo population will have been undercounted (Jachmann, 2002).

However, the accuracy of the aerial survey is extremely questionable for

several reasons. The survey did not exclusively target hirola; 19 species of

wild herbivore, 4 species of livestock, 3 species of carnivore, 4 natural features

and 10 human structures and activities were also recorded.
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The aerial team consisted of a single pilot and a single observer. The single

observer was responsible for surveying for the 41 targets, identifying species,

counting herd number, recording these details by hand and saving the

location of sightings as waypoints on a handheld GPS for 200m on either side

of the aircraft whilst flying at 130kph and an altitude of 200-400ft.

There were also faults with the methodology of the confirmation ground

team. When the survey plane had reported a hirola sighting but the ground

team had been unable to confirm that sighting on the same day the ground

team would return to the location for up to three days in an attempt to

confirm the sighting.

Whilst the results of a total count by the survey plane alone cannot be

considered reliable the ground team did confirm a number of hirola which

had not been seen in the main ground survey. These confirmed sightings also

increased the extent of occurrence of the hirola in Tsavo by 110% (262.13km2)

and the area of occupancy by 46% (24km2).

In future efforts should be made to ensure that any censuses of the hirola

population conform to the highest standards of scientific rigour. Hirola

populations are so small that accurate population estimates are a necessity if

effective management decisions are to be made. Jachmann (2002) states that

when conducting aerial surveys only a single species should be focused on

and double counting should always be used. Further improvements can be

made by providing radios for communication between the survey plane and

the ground team. This would allow for the location of sightings to be

instantly relayed to the ground team, minimising the delay before the ground

team could react and maximising the likelihood of confirming sightings.

An original component of the aerial survey was to compare total count,

double count and distance sampling methods to determine which was most
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accurate for surveying hirola populations. This would allow for

standardisation of future censuses and allow accurate comparisons to be

made between different surveys. On this occasion KWS stated that they did

not have the time or resources to conduct this comparison however it would

be a valuable undertaking at a later date.

5.1.2 Sex ratio

The sex ratio of adult and sub-adult hirola in Tsavo did not differ significantly

from the sex ratio of calves born in captivity. This is an imperfect comparison

because mothers’ condition and inbreeding can affect the sex ratio of captive

animals but data for the sex ratio of wild calves is not available (Hintz and

Foose, 1982; Rabon and Waddell, 2010; Moreno et al., 2011).

No significant difference between the sex ratio of the adult and sub-adult

population when compared to the sex ratio of calves would indicate that

environmental pressures are causing mortality equally amongst male and

female hirola. Currently it is believed that male hirola are predated far more

frequently than female hirola (Andanje, 2002).

It should be noted that the sex ratio of calves born in Dvur Kralove Zoo and

Brownsville Zoo were almost opposite. Both zoos had 19 calves born into

their captive populations but Dvur Kralove Zoo had 7 males and 12 females

whilst Brownville Zoo had 11 males and 8 females.

5.1.3 Age class

The age structure of the hirola population can be used to gauge mortality in

different age classes. Hirola give birth between September and November

which would mean that at the time of this study last year’s cohort of calves
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would be 6 months old and the cohort from the previous year would be 18

months old.

The observed age ratio was 46:6:14:1 (adults: sub-adults: juveniles: calves)

with 30 of the adults being females. Assuming that all 30 adult females

produced one calf each, mortality in the first 6 months of life can be estimated

at 50%. Assuming that the number of breeding females is constant between

years, mortality between 6 and 18 months is 60% and total mortality after 18

months is 80%.

The polygynous social system of the hirola means that females are likely to be

mated every year although it is unlikely that all females will produce a calf

every year. Consequently the predicted mortality figures are a worst case

scenario. They do however support the theory that hirola mortality is greatest

at around 9 months old when hirola are ejected from their natal herd.

5.1.4 Behaviour

Observations from this study support existing theories concerning the feeding

and drinking behaviours of the hirola. Hirola were not observed drinking

and were observed in the vicinity of a waterhole on only one occasion. Whilst

this would seem to challenge the theory that hirola prefer to graze on short

green grass there are other factors which must be taken into account.

Over the period of study it rained regularly in Tsavo with the rain gauge at

Satao Camp recording 25.5mm for May and June. The rapid growth resulting

from this rain meant that short green grass was abundant in Tsavo and not

spatially confined to the areas around waterholes.

The prevalence of rain and cloud may also explains why hirola were not

observed resting in shade on a regular basis. The three occasions when hirola
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were observed resting in shade all occurred in the middle of the day during

the last 2 weeks of fieldwork when the rain had stopped.

It was noted during fieldwork that impala, kongoni and Grant’s gazelles

would all “pronk” when alarmed whereas hirola would not. In future this

may help to differentiate species from a distance or in thick bush.

5.1.5 Associated species

In general the extent of association between hirola and other species is

determined only by the density of those other species in the environment.

The exceptions to this are Grant’s gazelles and elephant with hirola showing a

significant preference for associating with Grant’s gazelles and a significant

aversion for associating with elephants.

Ungulate species have been found to associate with each other for a variety of

reasons. Thompson’s and Grant’s gazelle’s are believed to associate with each

other for anti-predator benefits (Fitzgibbon, 1990) whilst zebra and wildebeest

are believed to associate with each other for both anti-predator and foraging

benefits (Kingdon, 1982, 1997; Thaker et al., 2010; Hopcraft et al., 2010). It is

likely that hirola associate with other species for both anti-predator and

foraging benefits although the hirola’s significant preference for associating

with Grant’s gazelles indicates that anti-predator benefits may be more

important.

Elephants are ubiquitous in Tsavo East and hirola may only have to display a

mild aversion for it to be statistically significant. Elephants are such large

members of the savannah community their sheer size may deter smaller

species of herbivore from associating with them. It should be noted that

hirola have no significant aversion for buffalo or kongoni as has been

previously hypothesized (Andanje, 1997).
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The raw data used to calculate species density came from the aerial survey

data. In addition to the methodological problems associated with the aerial

survey which have already been discussed the detectability of different

species differs greatly from the air. Further study is needed to confirm the

hirola’s preferences for associating with other species.

5.1.6 Vegetation surveys

There is now a substantial body of information on the habitats hirola occupy

in Tsavo. Of the species listed in this study 11 species of grass (55%) and 2

species of forbs (33%) are listed as dietary species by Andanje (2002). The

sampling design for this study was taken from Andanje (2002) to ensure

continuity. However, this method samples only 0.0025% of a 20 x 20m plot

and the quadrat was not always representative. In future a more rigorous

method would be to treat the sides of the plot as an x and y axis, randomly

select two sets of numbers and treat them as x, y coordinates for the

placement of quadrats. Using at least ten quadrats per survey would ensure

more representative sampling.

The available information indicates that hirola occupy mainly savannah

habitats with varying degrees of bush cover. These habitats exist on a variety

of rock and soil types throughout Tsavo but are mostly concentrated around

the Satao Camp and Aruba Dam Area.

5.1.7 Habitat suitability

Whilst the HSM produced by MaxEnt appears to demonstrate that the

majority of Tsavo East is highly suitable habitat for hirola there are several

other factor which must be considered. The scale of the HSM is logarithmic
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suitability does not decline in a linear fashion. The HSM indicates that only

the area around the Aruba Dam is of high suitability.

What the HSM actually shows is simply that, for the environmental variables

used in the model, Tsavo East is largely homogenous. The predicted habitat

suitability generated by the model is entirely relative to the extremes of the

variables encountered within the study area. Whilst the HSM shows that

large areas of Tsavo East are suitable habitat for hirola this is only within

Tsavo East and not in comparison to the suitability of habitat in the hirola’s

natural range. For an absolute measure of the suitability of Tsavo East a

comparison needs to be made to the environmental conditions and habitat in

the hirola’s natural range. This will be challenging as hirola distribution in

the hirola’s natural range is less influenced by environmental variables and

more by the distribution and behaviour of humans and livestock.

The HSM is also only pertinent to the wet season in Tsavo East. To fully

understand the habitat requirements of the Tsavo hirola a model needs to be

created using distribution data for the dry season. Even then habitat

suitability modelling may not be able to truly capture the relationship

between hirola and precipitation. As with other ungulate species the hirola is

highly mobile and dependent on the growths of short, green grass which

result from spatially and temporally irregular rainfalls (Ben-Shahar and Coe,

1992; Andanje, 2002; Georgiadis et al., 2003). The average rainfall values

generated by Worldclim are not sensitive enough to detect these local rainfall

patterns.

The HSM is useful in that it demonstrates that much of the habitat in Tsavo

East is of similar suitability to the hirola’s observed distribution there. Were

the population of hirola in Tsavo to increase it is possible that it will be able to

expand into other areas. The feasibility of this will depend upon the hirola’s

ability to utilise marginal habitat, which is currently unknown. In future
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model comparisons from both wet and dry season distribution and the habitat

in the hirola’s natural range will provide valuable information for the

conservation of the Tsavo hirola. Looking even further into the future HSM’s

could be generated to predict areas of suitable hirola habitat with the changes

in environmental conditions which may result from climate change.

Whilst soil type contributed the most to the model it is unlikely that soil type

itself directly affects the distribution of hirola. Through properties such as

moisture retention, runoff and nutrient content soil type will however

determine many other factors such as bush cover and grass species

occurrence. The two layers relating to vegetation included in the model

(vegetation type and land cover) were not oriented to grass species and a

layer of the distribution of different grass species of different grass

communities would be a valuable addition to the model.

5.1.8 Hirola spoor and dung

Analysis of the measurements of hirola spoor shows that there is no

significant difference between the length of front and rear hooves. However,

front and rear hooves can be distinguished visually in hirola and other

antelopes and with an increased sample size rear hooves would likely be

shown to be significantly longer. The measurements taken in this study were

also very simple and a more complex analysis which took into account the

symmetry of the hooves and the shape of each toe would help to further

characterise hirola spoor.

It is unlikely that characterising hirola hoof prints will provide any benefit to

hirola monitoring without a significant investment in training. Hirola spoor

is very similar to that of other antelopes and substrate, age and weather

conditions also affect the imprint (Figure 5.1). Without an investment to

provide monitors with the appropriate skills the ability to accurately
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distinguish between antelope spoor will remain the preserve of skilled

trackers.

Figure 5.1: The spoor of hirola (top left), kongoni (top right), Grant’s gazelle (bottom left)

and impala (bottom right). All are fresh spoor from front hooves but note how the different

substrate and how moist it is affects the imprint.

Microsatellite analysis of the hirola dung and blood samples has yet to be

conducted but upon its completion the results will be presented to the HMC

by Dr. Rajan Amin.

5.1.9 Awareness of hirola

Awareness of the hirola was low amongst both Kenyan nationals and foreign

tourists. Whilst Kenyans were significantly more likely to have heard of

hirola neither group were able to identify a picture of a hirola. If it were not
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for the presence of a single hirola enthusiast none of the tourists who

participated in the survey would have heard of or been able to identify hirola.

Whilst the hirola receives less media attention than the addax number of hits

is still very low, especially when compared to species such as the gorilla.

Scientific interest in the hirola is similarly low with the Sumatran orangutan

receiving more interest by two orders of magnitude. Part of the reason for

this is that the vast majority of information about the hirola exists in the form

of unpublished reports by KWS or the HMC. Even review papers such as

Magin (1996a) and Butyinski (2000) are not part of the peer reviewed

literature and do not appear in searches on tools such as Web of Science. The

main reason for a lack of published litereature is that no academic institution

has conducted long term research on the hirola. Regardless of the figures in

comparison to other critically endangered mammals the hirola clearly receives

very low levels of attention in both the media and the scientific literature.

5.2 The future of the hirola in Tsavo

5.2.1 Why conserve the hirola?

Species are considered worthy of conservation for a variety of reasons. Whilst

all species have intrinsic value some may be considered ecologically or

economically important whilst others have scientific value for the uniqueness

of their behaviour or evolution.

As the last species in its genus the hirola is evolutionarily distinct and has

high innate and scientific value. However, the hirola is of limited ecologically

importance. Both in its natural range and in Tsavo the size and density of the

hirola population is too low to have a significant impact on the ecosystem.

No predators rely solely on the hirola as a prey species and hirola do not

significantly alter their environment. In Tsavo the hirola is non-native and in
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both its natural range and in Tsavo the hirola occupies the same ecological

niche as topi and kongoni.

The hirola also has low economic importance. Whilst poaching for food is a

limiting factor in the hirola population the poachers are not reliant on the

hirola and their food security will not be compromised in the event of its

extinction. The hirola is not, and is unlikely to become, a tourist attraction.

Whilst efforts are being made to make it a flagship species (Omari, 2011),

antelope have historically not achieved the same high profile as more

charismatic species. This limits the scope for increasing the value of the hirola

to local people through tourist revenue and of raising the hirola’s profile

worldwide and thereby increasing revenue from donations.

Large sums of money have already been spent on hirola conservation and

further funds are about to be invested to build a predator proof sanctuary, a

project that will cost over US$800,000 (Omari, 2011). Considering the limited

nature of conservation funding it is necessary to challenge this expenditure

and question whether it could be better spent elsewhere. It is conceivable that

within the next 50 years the hirola will be extinct in its natural range or will

only exist as a captive sanctuary population. In this instance the value of an

ex-situ population with no hope of reintroduction into its natural range will be

questioned.

Many species have needed decades of conservation attention for their

population to recover but the hirola cannot remain a species which requires

continuous expensive interventions to maintain. A stable and self-sustaining

population must be established in the near future. If the hirola is destined for

extinction then from the point of view of conservation’s public image it would

be better that it went extinct now than in ten years when expensive awareness

campaigns have raised the hirola’s media profile.
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5.2.2 Status of the population

Whilst the hirola population in Tsavo is small it has been stable for over

fifteen years (Andanje, 1997). The recent drought does appear to have had an

impact on the population but has not caused the high levels of mortality

which were originally feared (Amin and Andanje, 2011). Hirola are surviving

and reproducing in Tsavo and the stability of the population indicates it may

have reached a stable carrying capacity within the Tsavo ecosystem.

All the hirola observed in Tsavo were in excellent physical condition which,

combined with the HSM generated here, suggests that it is not a lack of

suitable habitat or grazing limiting the population. The preliminary results of

Ben Evan’s study into the level of predation on the Tsavo hirola are

inconclusive but indicate that hirola are being predated by lions (Ben Evans,

pers. comm.).

Camps used by poachers or cattle herds and containing the carcasses of

several species were found in Tsavo over the period of study. Hirola in these

areas were noticeably more timid than in other parts of the park. These

incursions into the park are unlikely to cause significant mortality through

poaching but it is also possible that livestock transmits disease to wildlife,

including hirola.

Finally, it is possible that inbreeding depression affects the hirola population.

The results of this aspect of the study were not available at the time of

printing but will be presented to the HMC in the near future. The results of

this and Ben Evans’ study will also be used to conduct a population viability

analysis (PVA) of the Tsavo population which will examine the effects of

several management options.
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The overall picture of the Tsavo hirola population is that it has been stable for

many years and is sufficiently robust to survive stochastic events such as the

recent drought. In light of this and the continuing decline of the hirola in its

natural range the emphasis for hirola conservation in Tsavo should be

effective monitoring whilst the bulk of the efforts towards hirola conservation

are directed towards reversing the decline of the natural population.

5.2.3 Monitoring

Current hirola monitoring in Tsavo consists of a single vehicle-based ground

team conducting mostly road transects once a week. The large extent of

occurrence and low density of the Tsavo hirola population and minimal road

coverage make this system inadequate for effective monitoring. The

infrequency of current hirola monitoring activities, the large home ranges and

instability of hirola herds further reduce the certainty of any population

estimates. Individual identification of hirola is largely a process of deduction

based on previous known herd locations, current location and slight variation

in horn shape. This requires extensive observations and infrequent

monitoring will not provide the familiarity needed for individual

identification, resulting in hirola being counted twice or missed entirely.

Furthermore, no hirola monitoring had been carried out for the four months

immediately prior to this study. In a population as small as that of the Tsavo

hirola stochastic events such as an outbreak of disease could easily extirpate

the population over a four month period.

It must be noted that this is not the fault of the monitors themselves. The

research station in Tsavo East National Park has only a single vehicle in which

to carry out all of its research and monitoring activities. Greater resources

need to be provided in order to improve the accuracy and effectiveness of

hirola monitoring in both the short and long term.
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Hirola monitoring in Tsavo would greatly benefit from the ability to rapidly

locate and individually identify hirola. Amin and Andanje (2011) call for

male hirola to be radio collared for this purpose. Tagging male hirola would

allow for the location of most groups of hirola at any one time without

burdening female or juvenile hirola. However, the predominantly flat terrain

of Tsavo and areas of thick bush mean that in the past radio collars have been

of limited use with reception sometimes being less than 1km (Andanje, 2002).

GPS signal was good in every area of Tsavo throughout the period of study.

Whilst more expensive, GPS collars would therefore be a more effective

monitoring option and would also allow for the accumulation of large long-

term datasets on hirola movement with relatively little effort.

Hirola conservation in general and monitoring in particular would also

benefit from the appointment of an individual whose sole concern is the

hirola in Tsavo. This individual would need to spend the majority of their

time in the field in order to accurately gauge the size and distribution of the

population and record movements between herds. The large amount of time

spent in the field necessitates the provision of a vehicle and sufficient funding

to meet its fuel requirements.

The implementation of GPS collaring and intensive monitoring will provide

more accurate indications of the size and distribution of the hirola population

in Tsavo and will provide an effective early warning system in the event of

any sharp population declines. Future research will benefit from the reduced

amount of time and money spent searching for hirola and intensive

monitoring of individual movements between herds could in itself answer

many questions about the hirola’s social structure and behaviour. Intensive

monitoring will be expensive but the flaws in the current monitoring regime

mean it would be more cost effective to not monitor at all.
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5.2.4 Captive populations

With the benefit of hindsight it is a great shame that the captive population of

hirola was allowed to dwindle and disappear. During the 1970’s and 80’s the

captive hirola population may have numbered up to 50 individuals, one sixth

of the current world population.

Despite high hirola mortality during the translocations hirola are capable of

surviving capture, transport across the Atlantic, quarantine and life in a zoo.

Hirola have bred well in captivity and a captive population could provide an

invaluable safety net against outbreaks of disease in the wild.

Techniques have improved since hirola were last in captivity in significant

numbers. Maintaining populations of hirola in fenced sanctuaries would also

eliminate many of the issues previously encountered in zoos. There are still

professionals working in zoos who have worked with hirola and previously

unpublished figures on captive hirola have already been detailed in the

background of this report. In addition to these Dr. Thomas deMaar, senior

veterinarian at the Gladys Porter Zoo, states in correspondence with the

author “When the wild hirola came here they would not eat any type of commercial

pellet. They would eat cracked corn and whole oats. If pellets were mixed with

corn/oats they would select only the grain. That made providing any type of

medicated feed for worming, etc. impossible. Finally after two generations in

captivity the animals start eating pelleted feed. They would eat some alfalfa (lucerene)

hay but really preferred grass hay. They would eat their bedding hay before eating

alfalfa” (Dr. Thomas deMaar, pers. comm.). These professionals are a vital

resource which must not be overlooked if captive populations of hirola are to

be successfully established and maintained.

Considering the critical condition of the wild hirola population attempts

should be made to establish a captive population immediately. Establishing
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captive populations has been recommended by several authors but no

attempts have been made to accomplish this goal (Magin, 1996a; Butynski,

2000). Predator proof fenced sanctuaries would in part address the need for a

captive population. With a sanctuary planned in situ in the Ishaqbini Hirola

Community Conservancy and a proposed ex situ sanctuary in Tsavo East

National Park this would provide a safeguard for the hirola population

without the vast expense of maintaining a hirola population in a European or

American zoo.

5.2.5 Fenced sanctuaries

The success and cost-effectiveness of predator-proof fences has been

questioned and it has also been suggested that fences reduce the carrying

capacity of large ungulates (Ben-Shahar, 1993; Scofield et al., 2011). Care

therefore needs to be taken in constructing sanctuaries to conserve hirola and

advice should be sought from organisations which have experience of

successfully implementing them.

Construction of a sanctuary population in Ishaqbini has already begun

(Omari, 2011). The scientific evidence demonstrates that predation is a

significant limiting factor for the hirola population there and PVA’s indicate

that a fenced sanctuary will significantly increase the hirola population. In

Tsavo however the evidence for predation of hirola is not well established.

Before a sanctuary is constructed further investigation is required to

determine whether this will be a cost effective way of increasing the

population. If this evidence is established then the HSM should be used in

the planning process to decide on the location of a sanctuary. If a sanctuary is

not established in Tsavo East soon then at the contingency plans should be in

place to take all of the hirola in Tsavo into captivity in the event of a sharp

population decline.
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5.3 Conclusions

The extirpation of the hirola would be the first extinction of a mammalian

genus in Africa since the evolution of modern man; a damning epitaph should

current conservation efforts fail to save this unique species. This study has

established that the Tsavo hirola population remains relatively stable and has

provided some of the key information needed to make effective management

decisions. Further information arising from this study will shortly be

presented to the HMC in the form of the results of a PVA and the results of

DNA analysis on hirola dung.

Sadly, the demise of the hirola is typical of the general decline of wildlife all

over Africa. Within 50 years it is conceivable that most large species of

African mammal will exist only in protected areas. If the populations of these

species are to be maintained, both inside and outside protected areas, then

thorough scientific research must lead to effective management decisions.

Even then it is unlikely that there will be sufficient funding to save every

species and conservation actions will need to be prioritised to the most

valuable and threatened species.
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Appendix I

An inventory of the hirola population at The Gladys Porter Zoo, Brownsville,
Texas, USA
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1/1/1900 6/11/2011
Taxon Report for Damaliscus hunteri

Report End DateReport Start Date

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

150
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

16 Apr 1978BROWNSVILPurchase from FERNDALE - A2H43626 Oct 1972 Death [NEEN]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1969 - ~8Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

151
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

27 Aug 1979BROWNSVILPurchase from FERNDALE - A2H43726 Oct 1972 Death [FAFB]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1969 - ~9Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

152
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

16 Dec 1980BROWNSVILPurchase from FERNDALE - A2H43826 Oct 1972 Death [FAGB]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1969 - ~11Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

153
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

5 Nov 1974BROWNSVILPurchase from FERNDALE - A2H43926 Oct 1972 Death [FACN]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1969 - ~5Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

154
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

17 Oct 1978BROWNSVILBirth20 Sep 1974 Traded to FERNDALE

4 Dec 1989BROWNSVILTrade from SANDIEGOZ - 10291113 Feb 1986 Death [FBDR]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: 20 Sep 1974 - 15Y,2M,14D at death

Sire 150 at BROWNSVIL Dam 151 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

469
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

30 Dec 1983BROWNSVILBirth10 Dec 1974 Death [NAXX]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 10 Dec 1974 - 9Y,0M,19D at death

Sire 150 at BROWNSVIL Dam 152 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

635
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

17 Oct 1978BROWNSVILBirth8 Jan 1976 Traded to FERNDALE

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: 8 Jan 1976 - 2Y,9M,8D at transfer

Gladys Porter Zoo Page 1Printed: 6/11/2011
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1/1/1900 6/11/2011
Taxon Report for Damaliscus hunteri

Report End DateReport Start Date

635

Sire 150 at BROWNSVIL Dam 152 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

636
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

17 Oct 1978BROWNSVILBirth13 Jan 1976 Traded to FERNDALE

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: 13 Jan 1976 - 2Y,9M,3D at transfer

Sire 150 at BROWNSVIL Dam 151 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1373
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

17 Oct 1978BROWNSVILBirth13 Jul 1978 Traded to FERNDALE

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: 13 Jul 1978 - 0Y,3M,4D at transfer

Sire 150 at BROWNSVIL Dam 154 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1390
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

24 May 1991BROWNSVILTrade from FERNDALE - A2H51417 Oct 1978 Death [ABCX]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: ~ 1977 - ~13Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1391
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

1 Apr 1979BROWNSVILTrade from FERNDALE - A2H51517 Oct 1978 Death [FEEJ]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1977 - ~1Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1392
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

5 Apr 1979BROWNSVILTrade from FERNDALE - A2H51617 Oct 1978 Death [BACK]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1977 - ~1Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1393
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

8 Dec 1988BROWNSVILTrade from FERNDALE - A2H52117 Oct 1978 Death [NBGO]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1977 - ~11Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1394
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

23 Sep 1986BROWNSVILTrade from FERNDALE - A2H51717 Oct 1978 Death [NBY ]- / BROWNSVIL

Gladys Porter Zoo Page 2Printed: 6/11/2011
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Report End DateReport Start Date

1394

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1977 - ~8Y at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1552
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

15 Feb 1980BROWNSVILBirth24 Aug 1979 Death [NEGN]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 24 Aug 1979 - 0Y,5M,22D at death

Sire 469 at BROWNSVIL Dam 151 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1630
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

4 Jun 1982BROWNSVILLoan In from FERNDALE - UNK13 Jun 1980 Loan Return to Owner FERNDALE

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Mombasa Quarantine (USDA)

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 1 Jan 1977 - 5Y,5M,1D at transfer

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1890
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

4 Nov 1983BROWNSVILBirth2 Jan 1982 Traded to FERNDALE

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 2 Jan 1982 - 1Y,10M,1D at transfer

Sire 469 at BROWNSVIL Dam 1394 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1891
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

21 Feb 1983BROWNSVILBirth11 Jun 1982 Death [NAIO]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 11 Jun 1982 - 0Y,8M,11D at death

Sire 469 at BROWNSVIL Dam 1393 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1892
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

9 Apr 1983BROWNSVILBirth8 Feb 1983 Death [FAHJ]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 8 Feb 1983 - 0Y,1M,29D at death

Sire 469 at BROWNSVIL Dam 1394 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

1959
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

12 Aug 1989BROWNSVILBirth9 Oct 1983 Death [NBXX]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 9 Oct 1983 - 5Y,10M,3D at death

Gladys Porter Zoo Page 3Printed: 6/11/2011
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1/1/1900 6/11/2011
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Report End DateReport Start Date

1959

Sire 469 at BROWNSVIL Dam 1393 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

2233
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

4 Aug 1992BROWNSVILBirth19 Nov 1984 Death [NBXX]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: 19 Nov 1984 - 7Y,8M,14D at death

Sire 1390 at BROWNSVIL Dam 1394 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

2585
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

25 Nov 1987BROWNSVILBirth18 May 1986 Death [BBCK]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 18 May 1986 - 1Y,6M,8D at death

Sire 1390 at BROWNSVIL Dam 1394 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

2649
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

12 Jun 1980BROWNSVILBirth7 Jun 1980 Death [NHAK]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 7 Jun 1980 - 0Y,0M,5D at death

Sire 469 at BROWNSVIL Dam 152 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

2650
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

7 Dec 1980BROWNSVILBirth4 Dec 1980 Death [NAXX]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 4 Dec 1980 - 0Y,0M,3D at death

Sire 469 at BROWNSVIL Dam 1393 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Hand

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

2651
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

29 Aug 1981BROWNSVILBirth22 Aug 1981 Death [NAGO]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 22 Aug 1981 - 0Y,0M,7D at death

Sire 469 at BROWNSVIL Dam 1393 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

2652
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

23 Jan 1984BROWNSVILBirth17 Jan 1984 Death [FACB]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 17 Jan 1984 - 0Y,0M,6D at death

Sire Dam 1394 at BROWNSVIL

Gladys Porter Zoo Page 4Printed: 6/11/2011
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1/1/1900 6/11/2011
Taxon Report for Damaliscus hunteri

Report End DateReport Start Date

2652

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

2653
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

2 Jan 1973BROWNSVILPurchase from FERNDALE - A2H51126 Oct 1972 Death [FAGB]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: KENYA

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1970 - ~2Y at death

Sire Dam 1394 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

2654
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

29 Oct 1972BROWNSVILPurchase from FERNDALE - A2H48626 Oct 1972 Death [BAFL]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Wild Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: KENYA

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: ~ 1970 - ~2Y at death

Sire Dam 1394 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

3432
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

15 Dec 1991BROWNSVILLoan In from FERNDALE - A2H45020 Oct 1987 Death [NCGN]-U OF T / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Lion Country Safari Inc

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: 12 Sep 1981 - 10Y,3M,2D at death

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

4452
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

17 Nov 2002BROWNSVILBirth3 May 1990 Death [NHXX]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: 3 May 1990 - 12Y,6M,15D at death

Sire 3432 at BROWNSVIL Dam 2233 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

4681
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

1 Feb 1991BROWNSVILBirth26 Jan 1991 Death [FBDX]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Female - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure Birthdate-Age: 26 Jan 1991 - 0Y,0M,6D at death

Sire 3432 at BROWNSVIL Dam 2233 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Unknown

Damaliscus hunteri Hunter's hartebeest
Disposition - Recipient/local Id Date outAcquisition - Vendor/local Id Holder

5006
Date in

IZY Critically Enda

16 Jan 1992BROWNSVILBirth16 Oct 1991 Death [NHN ]- / BROWNSVIL

Sex-Contraception Male - Birth type: Captive Born

Hybrid status Not a hybrid Birth Location: Gladys Porter Zoo

Enclosure REMOVED Birthdate-Age: 16 Oct 1991 - 0Y,3M,0D at death

Sire 3432 at BROWNSVIL Dam 2233 at BROWNSVIL

Rearing: Hand

Gladys Porter Zoo Page 5Printed: 6/11/2011
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Appendix II

Identification sheet created to use with drivers and tour guides in Tsavo East
National Park
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Hirola
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Coke’s Hartebeest
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Appendix III

Expanded identification guide for use in training new researchers and
monitors
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Hirola Identification Guide
James Probert

Statement of purpose

This identification guide is intended to be used as a tool by researchers and
monitors who have little or no experience of working with hirola. It sets out
the key distinguishing features of hirola and should provide the fundamental
information needed to conduct hirola population surveys. However,
surveying hirola is challenging and this guide should not be viewed as a
substitute for gaining experience surveying hirola in the field.

Physical description

The hirola is a medium sized antelope, tan to rufous-tawny in colour with
slightly lighter under parts, predominantly white inner ears and a white tail
which extends down to the hocks. It has very sharp, lyrate horns which lack a
basal pedicle and are ridged along three quarters of their length. As hirola
age their coat darkens towards a slate grey and the number of ridges along
their horns increases. Hirola have large, dark sub-orbital glands used for
marking their territories, white spectacles around their eyes and an inverted
white chevron running between the eyes. The horns, hooves, udders, nostrils,
lips and ear tips are black (Figure 1) (Sclater, 1889; Dracopoli, 1914; Dorst and
Dandelot, 1970; Kingdon, 1982, 1997; Magin, 1996; Butynski, 2000).

Figure 1: The hirola’s main distinguishing features are the lyrate horns, black sub-
orbital glands and white chevron between the eyes.

Several sources have recorded precise measurements from both captive and
wild hirola. The following are maximum and minimum values taken from all
sources: height at the shoulder: 99-125cm, body weight: 73-118kg, head and
body length: 120-200cm, horn length: 44-72 cm, horn spread (greatest outside
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width): 15-32cm, tail length: 30-45cm, ear length: 19cm. It is not stated
whether horn length was measured direct from base to tip or along the curve
of the horn (Kingdon, 1982; Butyuski, 2000; Dorst and Dandelot, 1970; Best et
al., 1962).

Similar species

The hirola is often described in the literature as being similar to Coke’s
hartebeest whilst Mr. H. C. V. Hunter, who collected the type specimens, at
first mistook them for impala (Sclater, 1889). They can also appear similar to
Grant’s gazelles, with which they often associate (Figure 2).

Figure 2: Grant’s gazelles (top left), impala (top right) and kongoni (bottom left) are
the species which are most easily mistaken for hirola (bottom right).

In the field it is relatively easy to distinguish between these species. At range
Coke’s hartebeest have very obvious counter shading and a white rump and
close up or through binoculars their horns, present in both sexes, make them
easily distinguishable. Hirola are of lighter build and more graceful than
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hartebeest with a shorter face and withers that are relatively less elevated
above the hindquarters i.e. the hirola’s back slopes down towards the rump at
a shallower angle than that of the hartebeest.
Impala lack the downward slopping back of the hirola, have clear black and
white markings on their rump and males have distinctive horns with a more
accentuated curve than hirola horns.
Hirola often associate with Grant’s gazelles but these species can be
distinguished by the Grant’s’ smaller size, black and white markings on the
rump and long straight horns, which are present in both sexes.

Age

Age can be determined by the level of horn development (Figure 3).

Calf (0-6 months old)

Individual without horns or with
horns just protruding.

Juvenile (7-12 months old)

Individual with straight horns, up-
to or just exceeding ear-length.

Sub-adult (13-18 months old)

Individual whose horn tips have
started pointing inwards and
widening from the centre and
growing to form a clear oval (rugby
ball) shape.

Adult (18 months old and above)

Individual with spread out mature
shaped horns.

Figure 3: Hirola age classes according to horn shape from Andanje (2002).

Calves are defined as individuals without horns or with horns just
protruding, juveniles as individuals with straight horns which are up to or
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just exceeding ear length, sub-adults as individuals who’s horns have begun
widening from the centre and pointing inwards at the top to form an oval
shape and adults as individuals with fully developed horns who’s tips run
parallel to each other (Andanje, 2002) (Figure 4).

Figure 4: From left to right, the level of horn development in juveniles, sub-adults
and adults.

Sex

Male and female hirola are virtually identical making sexing them very
difficult and only possible through long term observation. Males are slightly
larger and darker than females, they hold the testicles high up between the
thighs and the penile sheath is barely visible. The easiest time to determine
sex is when hirola are walking directly away from the observer, when
urinating or when a rear leg is raised to scratch the head (Andanje, 2002).
Indications of sex can be provided through observations of behaviour such as

attempts at mounting, scent marking and pawing the ground. Males are often
observed leading the herd and when a herd is spread out calves and juveniles
show fidelity to a single female, presumably their mother. It is usually only
possible to sex adults and sub adults.

Individual identification

Individual identification of hirola is very difficult due to the similarity of
individuals. Certain individuals can be indentified by the presence of broken
horns or scars. There is also some variation in the adult horn shape (Figure 5)
making it possible to differentiate between certain individuals within a herd.
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Figure 5: Variation in the horn shapes of adult hirola. Note the broken horn tip in
the bottom left.

Hirola spoor and dung

The front hooves of hirola are 6.6 – 9.6cm long with a mean length of 7.53cm
and rear hooves are 6.8 – 9cm long with a mean length of 7.97cm. Front
hooves are 5 – 7cm wide with a mean width of 6.04cm and rear hooves are 5.4
– 7.4cm wide with a mean width of 6.32cm.
Hirola spoor and dung are very similar to that of other antelopes and
substrate, age and weather conditions also affect the quality of spoor and
dung. It is unlikely that anyone but a skilled tracker will be able to accurately
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distinguish between the spoor and dung of hirola and of other antelope
species (Figure 6 and Figure 7).

Figure 6: The spoor of hirola (top left), kongoni (top right), Grant’s gazelle (bottom
left) and impala (bottom right). All are fresh spoor from front hooves but note how
the different substrate and how moist it is affects the imprint.

Figure 7: Hirola dung from various angles. This dung is very fresh and fades to a
very dark brown or black when dry.
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Appendix IV

KWS survey protocol for the aerial survey including data sheets and maps of
the survey blocks and transects
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Hirola Aerial census for Tsavo East NP 2011

Objective: To establish the status of hirola in the park this will form the basis

of future monitoring of the population status.

Aerial protocol

The method adopted here is borrowed from the aerial total count for wildlife

and livestock and aerial hirola count in Ijara. Basically, the information was

described by Douglas-Hamilton et al. (1994) and Douglas-Hamilton (1997).

One aircraft will be used in the count. All observations that will be made will

be saved in a GPS as waypoints with the geographical location referenced and

used in producing species distribution maps. Repeat counts along block

Boundaries will be corrected before data analysis.

The exercise will start every morning at 6.45 am and end at 10:00 am for the

morning session. The afternoon session will start at 3:30 pm and end at 6:00

Pm. A break is given between 10 am and 3:30 Pm since at this time Hirola go

under shade and thus hard to count them (might be unsighted). It is during

this time that also a health break, refueling and lunch is taken.

Fueling site will be in Voi Airstrip. The aircraft that will be used is a 2 seater

and thus the survey crew will consist of 1 observer and a pilot.

The interval between the flight lines will be 500 meters. Consistency in

direction and interval will be observed whenever possible for each block. The

flight paths will vary in length to conform to block delineations and

topography. When herds on the far side of a strip need to be counted or

photographed the basic flying pattern may be interrupted temporary.

Normally, the aircraft and crew will circle around a group of hirola and other
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species of special concern. After this, the count resume to the original strip to

where it was broken off.

The aircraft will be flying at a speed of 130km/h or 80miles/h and at a height

of 200-400 feet depending on visibility, vegetation type, and ground terrain.

Flying higher increases the tendency to do wider strips, which should be

avoided.

This survey will focus most on hirola, hirola associate species, carnivores,

livestock, Human activities and comments on vegetation conditions where

hirola are sighted. Carcasses will also be counted especially for hirola and

other prey species.

The study area is divided into five blocks covering the believed hirola range.

No preferences were used in establishment of the blocks but meant to make

counting easier. The pilot should guarantee an overlap of 1-2 km into adjacent

block on each boundary.

Responsibilities

Pilot

1. Familiar with using a GPS to fly grid pattern

2. Pre-plan the flight with Observer on whether to fly East-West or

North-south transects.

3. Fly on right speeds, height and width of transect as much as possible.

4. Help in counting where possible.

Observer

1. Observing on both sides of aircraft and counting the animals/activities

2. Recording and mapping all data.

3. Help pilot in navigation and overlapping on the blocks.
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Hirola Counting blocks
2011GG

Ground team Protocol.
The team will be made up of a driver, recorder and two spotters. Their main
job is to confirm the hirola herd after been spotted on air and take other
detailed information. They are expected to collect detailed information that
could not be done on air which include sex and age structures, confirm
numbers, body conditions, vegetation condition/characteristics and terrain.
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SPECIES CODES

Code Species Name

B Buffalo

BN Baboon

CH Cheetah

E Elephant

ED Eland

G Giraffe

GG Grants Gazelle

GN Gerenuk

HY Hyena

IM Impala

LN Lion

LK Lesser Kudu

OS Ostrich

OX Oryx

WB Waterbuck

WH Warthog

ZB Zebra

JK Jackal

KG Kongoni

GZB Gravy Zebra

HIR Hirola
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HUMAN ACTIVITIES

Code Species/Activity
BA Boma abandoned
BO Boma occupied
CK Charcoal Kiln
CL Camel
CT Cattle
DN Donkey
SH Shoats
TC Tourist Camp
TF Tree logging
VI Village
MP Market Place

Water resources
WD Water dam
RV River
NPD Natural pan dry
NPW Natural Pan wet

Tsavo East National Park Hirola Aerial counts

Pilot: Block No.
Front Seat
Observer:

Rear left Observer: Date
Rear right
Observer:

Take Off Start Count
Stop
Count Landing

Time Time Time Time

Way Dist.(M) L/R Species Estimate Frames End Photo- Comments
Point No. Frame count (Keep approx time)
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Transects
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Appendix V

Notes on the GIS layers provided by KWS for use in creating the habitat
suitability model
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TSAVO GIS NOTES

This GIS data was collected during the preparation of a management plan for
the Tsavo Conservation Area. It was not a GIS project but the data was
collected to compliment the management plan. It is also not complete but it is
hoped that it will be useful for users in the Tsavo area. Some of the data has
been compiled for Mapsource and is downloadable to GPS with mapping
capabilities. Queries to igames@zol.co.zw

The following table provides some information about the datasets. Almost all
data is in Lat Long WGS84. Those that are not are indicated. All data from the
1:50 000 maps was digitised in the sheet native projection (Arc 1960) and
converted to WGS 84 for the final files. The 50 000 sheets are projected in Arc
1960 and for users of Arcview this may cause a few problems. Mapinfo
automatically reprojects incoming data to match the raster images.

The data is organised into the following directories.

Directory Brief Description

Mapinfo The project was originally created in Mapinfo and these are the files

Arcview Conversions from Mapinfo to Arcview. Arcview cannot have polygons,
points and lines in the same directory while Mapinfo can. Therefore the
conversions from Mapinfo will separate out into the types for Mapinfo.
Means there might be more files

Imagery A mosaic of the free data available. Between 1999 and 2001

SRTM Cut out of the NASA shuttle SRTM data

Maps 1:50 000 and 1:250 000 sheets plus some other maps

Software Viewer free software for Arcview and Mapinfo etc

Within the two data directories the data is organised into broad categories.

Directory Brief Description of Data

Infrastructure Roads, bridges, lodges, fences, towns etc etc

Other Data that doesn’t fit into other areas. Includes human population
data.

Physical Rivers, contours, soils, geology etc

Political Park boundaries, District Boundaries etc

Veg-Wildlife Surveys, Vegetation maps etc

Imagery Landsat images, 1:50 000 sheets, 1:250 000 sheets, SRTM raw data
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The following tables provide some information about the source of the
various data sets

Infrastructure

File Brief Description of Data

Roads Collected from a variety of sources. Most
from GPS by different users. Some digitised
from maps (50 000 mostly), some from
Landsat and some from other sources. The
file contains a field called source and source2
which give more details.

Railway Railway Lines. From 1:50 000 maps

Bridges Major river crossings. Mostly from GPS

Lodges_Proposed Approximate positions for tourism
developments in the management plan

Special_Campsites_Proposed Approximate positions for special campsites
in the management plan

Lodges Tourism Infrastructure. From GPS. Size
indicated

Airstrip_Lines Where possible shows beginning and end
points

Airstrip_Points Airstrip indicated as a point. From a variety
of sources.

Airstrip_Mkomazi Mkomazi airstrips in Tanzania

Campsites Special and Public campsites. Some from
GPS, some estimates

Fences_Electric Existing Electric Fences. Data from GPS

Fences_Electric_Proposed Proposed Future Alignments. Estimates

Junctions Road Junctions. Mostly from 1: 50 000 maps

Management Management stations for KWS. GPS and 1:50
000 maps

Mining Known mining infrastructure and leases.
Some gps, most estimates
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Infrastructure

File Brief Description of Data

Pipeline_Oil From Landsat, GPS

PowerLine From 1:50 000 sheets, Landsat

Prison Extent of Manyani prison. From 1:50 000
maps

Railway_Stations Railway stations from 1:50 000 maps

Rhino_Sanctuary Tsavo West Rhino Sanctuary. From Landsat

Rhino_Sanctuary_Mkomazi Mkomazi Rhino Sanctuary. From GPS

Roads_Classified Known classified roads. Extract of roads file

Pipeline_Water Water pipelines. From GPS, 1:50 000 maps.

Water_Supplemented Pans, dams and waterholes that are
artificially fed. Mostly from GPS

Gates Tourism gates. From GPS and 1:50 000 maps

Water_Supplemented_Outside Taita-Rukinga water system (at present).
From GPS

PicnicView_Etc Picnic spot, view point etc. Mostly from GPS

Settlements Towns, villages etc. GPS and 1: 50 000 maps

Roads_Mkomazi Roads in Mkomazi. From GPS but dated

SpecialInterest Special Interest for tourism

RhinoSanctuaryProposed Extension to Rhino Sanctuary
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Physical

File Description

BioClimatic_Zones Bio Climatic zones as described in WijnGaarden

Caves Known cave sites. From GPS and other sources

ErosionSites Erosion as seen on Landsat. Not complete

Geology Geology of part of the area (Mostly Tsavo East). From
??

Hills High ground from 1:50 000 maps

River_Basin River basin outlines from ILRI database

Rivers_Main Main rivers from 1:50 000 maps

Rivers_Secondary Some rivers from 1:50 000 maps. Not complete

Soils Soils mainly of Tsavo East. From WijnGaarden

TsavoDEM_contour10 10 metre interval contours. Generated from NASA
SRTM data

TsavoDEM_contour20 20 metre interval contours. Generated from NASA
SRTM data

TsavoDEM_contour50 50 metre interval contours. Generated from NASA
SRTM data

TsavoDEM_contour100 100 metre interval contours. Generated from NASA
SRTM data

Waterholes All pans and waterholes from 1:50 000 maps

Wetlands Swamps etc from 1:50 000 maps

YattaPlateau From Landsat and SRTM data
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Political

File Brief Description of Data

Beacons_Tsavo_West_Arc1
960

Beacons from Title Deed documents Arc 1960

Beacons_Tsavo_West_LL Beacons from Title Deed documents. WGS 84

Boundary_Mkomazi Mkomazi Boundary

Boundary_Amboseli Amboseli Boundary

Boundary_Chyulu_Cons_
Area

Boundary from 1:50 000 sheets. Not gazetted

Boundary_ChyuluNP Boundary of Chyulu. From title deed beacons

Boundary_TsavoEast_Arc1
960

Boundary from 1:50 000 maps

Boundary_TsavoWest_Arc
1960

Boundary from beacons

Boundary_TsavoEast Boundary from 1:50 000 maps reprojected

Boundary_TsavoWest Boundary from beacons reprojected

Boundary_Kitui_South From various sources. Accuracy doubtful

Boundary_Ngai_Ndethia From various sources

Kenya Kenya boundary from ILRI

Boundary_Ranches_Galana Galana and Kulalu boundaries. From 1:50
000/250 000

Boundary_Ranches_Ambo
seli

Group ranches west of Chyulu. Source unknown

Boundary_Taita_Ranches Base from 1:50 000 adjusted with data from
various soiurces

Ecosystem_Boundary Tsavo Conservation Area Planning Boundary

Protected_Areas_Kenya Kenya Protected Areas. From KWS data

Protected_Areas_Tza Tanzania Protected Areas. From Tanapa Data

Zones Tourism and Influence Zones from this planning
process
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Veg_Wildlife

File Brief Description of Data

Africover_Kenya Landcover from FAO

Cattle_FreeZones Area of the parks that is fee of cattle

Desnaring_DSWT Sheldrick Trust desnaring areas of operation.
From various sources

Veg_Photos_AEFF Fixed point photograph sites by Simon Trevor

TaitaForests Remnant Taita forests

Translocation_Collars Movement data of translocated elephants. From
Pinter_Wollman/KWS

Translocation_No_Collars Movement data of translocated elephants. From
Pinter_Wollman/KWS

ConflictZones Areas of human-wildlife conflict. From KWS

JipeCorridor Jipe elephant corridor

EleMigration Known elephant migration routes. From various
sources

EleMortality_1970s Elephant die off in the 1970s. From Glover

Elephant_Traffic_Deaths Elephants killed by trains and cars. From
McKnight

Veg_TsavoEast_KWS From WijnGaarden. Accuracy problems

MODIS Directory Modis fire data from 2004 and 2005

SURVEY Directory Data from the 2005 elephant survey
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OTHER

File Brief Description of Data

AWF_Heartland From AWF. Heartland boundaries in vicinity of
Kilimanjaro

Census1989 Extract from 1989 Census

ExplorerPlaces Names of areas used by early explorers

Sheetfall_50_000 Sheetfall of the 1:50 000 maps

Sheetfall_250_000 Sheetfall of the 1:250 000 maps

Sheetfall_Landsat Landsat Scenes

SacredSite Sacred sites based on current information

TribalGroupings1500_1
800

From Ecosystems, 1982. Tsavo Land Use Study

TribalGroupings Current tribal groupings from Ecosystems, 1982.
Tsavo Land Use Study

WW1Sites Known World War 1 sites. Needs attention
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Appendix VI

Survey script for hirola awareness survey
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Hirola Survey Script

 Hello, could I ask you a few questions please? Its part of my masters
dissertation and I won’t be asking for any money or contact details.

 Could you please answer either yes or no to the following questions:

1. Do you recognise this animal [participants were shown pictures of the
hirola from the driver’s ID sheet]?

 If yes: What is it?
 If no: Go to question 2

2. Have you heard of bongo? Have you heard of hirola? Have you heard
of okapi?

 If yes to hirola: Go to question 3
 If no to hirola: Go to question 5

3. How did you find out about hirola?

4. Were you aware of the hirola before your visit to Tsavo?

5. What nationality are you?

6. Are you resident in Kenya or are you a visitor?


